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nineteen fifty five 
Highlander 
State High School· 
Kalamazoo49 Michigan 
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FORWARD 
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Dedication 
\Ve hereby dedicate this book to ;\!rs. Lois J\lonroe as a means o[ conveying 
our deep appreciation for her distinctive leadership in her language classes and 
her incomparable guidance or a monitor system which has won much recognition 
for its continuing success. Her spontaneity, school spirit and inimitable sense of 
humor have left upon us an impression that will never be erased. 
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Faculty 
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Dr. Roy C. Bryan, Principal; Miss Golda Crisman, Girls' Advisor; Mr. Frank 
W. Jerse, Boys' Advisor.
Mr. Barney Chance, Business Education: 
Mrs. Virginia Jarman, Miss Joyce Leinaar-Office Staff 
6 
Mr. Clarence Hackney, Mr. Ernest Weber-Mathematics 
Mr. Fred Stevens, Physical Science; 
Mr. Ray Deur, Mr. Carl Eng-els-Science 
7 
Mr. Roy Walters, History and Aernnautics. 
Mr. Robert Taylor, Mr. Die Leonardelli-Social SlUdies 
Mr. William Sack, Speech 
Mrs. Katherine Rogers, Miss Bernyce Cleveland, Miss Elizabeth Giedeman, 
Miss Eunice Kraft-Languages 
8 
Mr. Jack Frey, Mr. Elmer Beloof-Music 
Mrs. Gladys Rowe, Home Economics 
Miss Jean Lowrie, Librarian; Mr. Neil Schoenhals, Industrial Arts; 
and Miss Elizabeth Smutz, Art 
NOT PICTURED: Mrs. Mardail Anderson, physical education; i\[iss Joette Hainks, physical 
education; i\Ir. Milton Marovich, driver education; and Mrs. Lois Monroe, foreign languages. 
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.. , . 
Miss Cora Ebert, English 
In the long honor roll of distinguished persons who have contributed to 
the English department, few, if any, would be found to have rendered greater 
services than Miss Ebert, who is retiring after thirty-eight years of teaching. 
Miss Ebert's intense interest in her work and students is very evident. 
She is a person with a high standard of values, who is serious, hard-working, 
and forceful and admires these same qualities in others. Hers is a nature that 
instinctively responds to need wherever revealed. Her wide experience and great 
ability are on call for any deserved cause. She is poised, well-dressed, and cultured, 
a lover of fine books, music and drama. Not often do we have the privilege of 
associating so long with such a fine teacher. 
We, the students of State High, whom Miss Ebert has helped to develop 
in so many admirable ways, sincerely wish her a happy future. 
Seniors 
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Class Officers 
(;j 
Darlene Chapin, Treasurer: Jim Causey, President: Nancy Woodworth, Vice-President; Barbara 
Born, Secretary. 
Class History 
Remember the fall of 1951 when our self- athletic program for the year were Ray LeZotte 
conscious, vivacious class of fifty-two members 
made our first appearance at the Get-Acquainted 
Dance held in the R.O.T.C. Building? It was 
there we brought back to the minds of upper 
classmen the ways in which all freshmen behave. 
We started this first year off by electing as 
our class officers, Al Wise, Jim Causey, Connie 
Kuizinga, and Chuck Doornbos, as our President, 
Vice-President, Secretary, and Treasurer, re­
spectively. Our first big project was the Freshmen 
P.T.S.O. Potluck, which, with the help of our 
parents, was a great success. As we recall, our 
favorite subjects at this time were biology, al­
gebra, and English. We chose baseball and foot­
ball as our favorite sports, and our occupational 
aspects ranged from sports writers to florists. We 
had many students in Choir and Band and on 
various committees. We were very proud to be 
represented on the Varsity Squads. In football we 
had Chuck Ocverik, Tom Manning, and Alan 
Glendening help out. Our tennis players in­
cluded Dick Schreiber, Ron Tanis, Fred Klinger, 
Pete Platt, and Al Wise, and our golfers were 
Dan Ward, and Jim Causey. Winding up our 
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and Fred Miller as our track men. 
vVe started our second year out by electing 
Nancy Woodworth as President, Alan Glenden­
ing as "Veep", Sandra Spann as our Secretary, 
and Barbara Born as Treasurer. Many of us 
joined the Monitor Staff this year. Mary Lou 
Spitters and Nancy Watterworth seemed to head 
our class in the way of dramatics. Jim Otis, Dave 
Swoap, and Ron Tanis were reporters for the 
Highlights. Carol Hartman, Joanne Puotinen, 
and Tamsin Malone were special attractions in 
the "Blue and Gold Revue". We were again well 
represented in the field of sports. Annette Doug­
las and Nancy Woodworth were added to the 
Cheerleading Staff. We took part in many social 
events and sponsored a very successful hayride 
for ourselves in November. We were very proud 
to have Peter Platt elected Vice - President of 
our Student Council. Members on it from our 
class included, Dave Swoap, Darlene Chapin, 
Karen Brower, Anthony Nieboer, Jack Burke, 
Sue Locke, Sandy Spann, Nancy Woodworth, 
and Jim Causey. 
Finally reaching our goal as upperclassmen, 
we were again participating in many activities 
and duties. We elected as officers, Dave Swoap, 
President; Al Wise, Vice-President; Diane Sabo, 
Secretary; and Alan Glendening, Treasurer. 
They began by ordering our class rings. Carol 
Hartman did a splendid job as Social Chairman. 
Dave Swoap put in many long hours as associate 
editor of the Highlande1'. This was a big year 
for the athletes, when all of them now wore big 
letters on their sweaters instead of small ones. 
Alan Glendening was the newly elected football 
captain for "54", along with David Eaton as 
manager. Carol Hartman showed all of her 
school spirit as cheerleader. Honor was given to 
Lois Fuller when she was made a member of the 
football court of "54". Music played a big part 
in the minds of Diane Sabo, Ellen Davis, i\Iike 
Palmer, and Nancy 'l\'atterworth who were par­
ticipants in the "Blue and Gold Revue". Our 
part in the way of dramatics expanded this year, 
when Janet Weaver, Mary Lou Spitters, Nancy 
\Vatterworth and Tom Elias were part of the 
cast in the school play entitled "Room for One 
More". Charlene Schultz, Helen Alman, and 
Shirley Van Valkenburg were our members in 
the Finnettes. 
Our biggest and most successful project was 
the Junior Prom, with Lois Fuller chosen as 
General Chairman. The decorations were 
Chinese, based around the title "Shangri-La". 
Thus, we ended a busy, but very satisfactory 
year, with all ideas pointing toward our final 
and best year at State High. 
At last it was here. vVe were now the pro­
moters of most things. The school elected ex­
cellent leaders by having Dave Swoap, President; 
Lois Fuller, Vice-President; and :Mary Lou Spit­
ters, Secretary of our Student Council. To head 
our school committees were Ann Malotte, for 
Social; Peter Platt, for Friendship; Ann Burg­
derfer, for Service; Nancy Watterworth, for 
Assembly; and Barbara Born, for Citizenship. 
Peter Platt was editor of the year book, assisted 
by Shirley Van Valkenberg, and the staff mem­
bers, including, Tom Elias, Sandra Spann, Ann 
Burgderfer, Susan Locke, Ann Malotte, Bryce 
Forester, Howard Jennings, Barb Born, Dave 
Swoap, and Al vVise. For our class officers we 
chose Jim Causey as our President, Nancy \1Vood­
worth, Vice-President; Barb Born, Secretary; and 
Darlene Chapin as Treasurer. Our 1954 football 
season was a grand success. \1Ve lost only one 
conference game. There were eleven seniors on 
the winning team. The climax of our Homecom­
ing, was the crowning of the king and queen, 
Barb Born and Alan Glendening, with one 
senior attendant, who was Lois Fuller. vVe had 
much interest from within the players and sup­
porters of our winter and spring sports. Anthony 
N ieboer was honored by being elected the track 
captain. We are really proud of the lettermen 
in all of the sports, which include, l\[arv Balch, 
Jack Burke, Jim Causey, Don DeVries, David 
Eaton, Alan Glendening, Dave Goudzward, Tom 
Harding, Guy Hess, Phil Leach, Ray LeZotte, 
Tom Manning, Anthony Nieboer, Charles 
Ocverik, Jerry Olvitt, Mike Palmer, Peter Platt, 
John Schensul, Dan Ward, Dallas Weybright, 
and Al Wise. Members of the Highlights staff 
were, Jack Burke, Jane Haney, Howard Jen­
nings, Carol Hartman, Darlene Chapin, Tamsin 
Malone, John Schensul, and Bryce Forester. The 
school play casted Mary Lou Spitters. Mike Pal­
mer made an excellent Band President and 
worked hard along with Howard Jennings as 
manager of our "Blue and Gold Revue". Peter 
Platt was master of ceremonies, and the follow­
ing students were featured: Ellen Davis, Nancy 
vVatterworth, Jim Causey, Fred Klinger, and 
Carol Hartman. We were especially proud to 
have Nancy Watterworth elected as D.A.R. Girl 
this year. 
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This year ended with everyone working 
diligently on the Senior Committees. The final 
event of all Seniors will occur when they walk 
down the aisle with their hand out waiting to 
receive their long and hard earned diploma, as 
we did on the 9th of June. It was at this time 
when we suddenly realized the value of our high 
school experiences. We knew the time had come 
to say good-bye to State High, but knowing we 
would never be able to forget the short years 
that we spent there. 
Upon leaving State High, we leave our sin­
cere best wishes for the future. 
"· 
" 
,, ', 
,, 
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Travel Club 1; Rocket 
Exp. Club l; Quiet Games 
l; Automoti,·c Club -1. 
CLARENCE ALLGOR "BEN" 
''He'll (,nd a way or malie one." 
Travel Club 2. 3; Swim­
ming 2; Choir 2; Football 
2, 3, 4; Baseball 2; Track 
3, 4; Quiet Games 2; 
Sports Club 3; "S" Club 
3; Prom Comm. 3; Pep 
Comm. 4; Social Comm. 
4; Boys Glee Club -I; 
Study Club 4.  
MARVIN BALCH "MARV" 
.. The will to do, the soul to dare 
A lanliy youth without a care." 
BORN "BARB" 
\lasquers Club I; future 
Teachers 2; l\lonitors 2. 3. 
-l; Social Comm 2, 3;
friendship Comm. 2; Pep
Comm. 2; Spanish Cll1b 
V. Pres. 3; l'rom Cornm. 
Co-Chairman 3; Chairman 
of C_iti,enship Comm. 4;
Highlander -l; Blue and
Gold Revue Comm. 4; 
Football Queen 4; Class 
Sec. 4. 
"A goood companion /.hat is cheerful is worth gold." 
HELEN ALMAN 
\lonitors 2. 3; Pep Comm. 
2, 3, 4; Friendship Comm. 
2; Knitting Club 2; \fixed 
Choir 2; Fin-ettes 3; Span­
ish Club 3, -I; Sen ice 
Club 4; Social Comrn •I; 
Highlander -I; Cheerlead­
er -1 . 
"She does good by stealth, and blushes lo (,nci it fa111e." 
BRUCE BERG 
Rocket Exp. Club 1; Chess 
Club I; <Juiet Games I; 
Study Club 2; Photogra­
phy Club 2; Science Club 
�. -1; \lath Club 3, 4 . 
''Good 11ature without disguise." 
KAREN BROWER 
Bridge Club I; Swimming 
Club I; Homeroom Sec. 
1; Social Dancing 1; Stu­
dent Council 2; Fin-eltes 
2; Citizenship Comm. 2; 
Knitting Club 3; Study 
Club 3; Prom Comm. 3; 
Ouiet Games 4; Future 
;--;urses 4; Social Comm. 4. 
"I have a heart with mom for every joy." 
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BARBARA 
DENNIS BRYAN "DEN" 
Basketball I; Rine Club 
2. 3, 4; Swimming Club
2; Travel Club 2; Football
2; Life Saving 3; Sports 
Club 4; Track 4; Social
Comm. 4.
"To enjoy the JJresn1t, is lo enrich the f11/11r,,_·, 
JACK BURKE "BURKY" 
Jock Burke 
Chess Club 2; Quiel 
Games 2; Student Council 
2; Rine Club 2; Sports 
Club 2. 3; Football 3, 4; 
Basketball 3; Baseball 3, 
4; 71Jonitors 3; Studv Club 
4. 
, 
•·The force of his own 111erit 111ahes l1is m,·n way." 
JAMES CAUSEY "CAUS" 
Pep Comm. 2; Social 
Comm 3, 4; Assembly 
Comm. 3; Junior Varsity 
l; \/. !'res. Class l; \'. 
Pres. Homeroom 2; Sec.­
Treas. Homeroom I; Stu­
dent Council 2. 3, 4; :\Jon­
itors 2, 3, Pres. 4; :\lovie 
Operators Club 2; Home­
room Pres. 3; Hunting 
Club 3; Golf 2. 4; Basket­
ball 2; Football 3, 4; Prom 
Comm. 3; Class l'rcs. �-
"I do not believe in love al {irsl sight, but I believe in 
taking a second /ooh." 
ANN BURGDERFER 
Travel Club 3; 13ridoe 
Club 3; Social Comm. �1. 
,; l'rom Comm. 3; Chair­
man Service Comm. 4; 
Student Council 4; High­
lander 4. 
"DURF" 
"Ila good df'erls are as ,01111//ess as t/1e stars." 
ROBERT BUSZT A "BOB" 
"You're in the navy now." 
:\lo,·ic Operators Club 2; 
.\eronaulics 3; Sports 
Club 3, Rifle Club 2; 
------- Student Council 2; 1'1011-
itor 2, 3; Assembly Comm. 
2; Friendship Comm. 3, 
4; Social Comm. 3; Prom 
Comm. 3; Citizenship 
Comm. 4; Highlights 4; 
Pres. Homeroom 2; Sec.­
Treas. Homeroom 3; Class 
Treas. 4; Knilling Club 3; 
Travel Club 4. 
DARLENE CHAPIN "DAR" 
"To be of seivice rather than to be co11sjJicuous." 
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SALLY CLARKE "SAL" 
Social Comm. I, 3; Sen·ice 
Comm. 4; Friendship 
Comm. 4; C. A .. -\. 4; 
Bridge Club I; French 
Club 2; Knitting Club 3; 
Highlander 3, -1; \loni­
tor 2. 
·'SjJeecl1 is great, lrnt silence is greater." 
ELLEN DAVIS "ED" 
Choir C:1111> �: Tr;"·cl 
C1111> 3; Choir 3. -1: l\and 
-I; Social C:0111111. 3. -1: 
Fric11dsh i p C11111rn. j, �I: 
l\l11c ;111cl Cold Rc1·11c 
Com111. ·I. 
·•1\fusic waves eternal 1L'a11ds 
F11cha11tress of the souls of 111orlals." 
ANNETTE DOUGLAS 
l.ihrarY C:ltd> I: S1t1ch 
C:l111> ( 2. -I; Tra,·el C:1t1i, 
2; l\riclge C:1111> 3: .\lonitor 
3. -1: Pep Comm. 2. 3. -1: 
Service C:om111. 2. 3: So­
cial C:0111111. '.L ·I: Cliccr­
leacler 2. 
"DOUG" 
"A gleam of 111erry mischief glints u·ithi11 her eyes." 
• 
DAVID CORNING "DAVE" 
Hi-Y Club I. 2; Junior 
\'arsity Club I; Swimming 
2; Rifle Clul> 3. -1; Life 
SaYing Club 3; Sports 
Club 3. 4; Softball 3; 
Baseball 3: Track -1. 
;.Jlen of fen, tl'ords arc best." 
I 
DONALD DEVRIES 
.. The life of a f1nrty 
<211iel Ga!llCS 2: Sp;111isli 
C:lt11> 3. -1 (l'rcs. 3): Sci­
ence C: I ti I, -I Soual 
Colllm. -1: Life S;l\·ing· 
C:lui, 3: Footl>all 2. 3. -1: 
Track 3. ·I: l\ascl>;ill 2. '.). 
"DUMBO" 
and rig/it at his /Jest." 
Projector C:1111> '.\; l'l;I\' 
·l'rod11c1ion -1. 
RONALD DRUMMOND "RON" 
''He's full of f1111 and i11d11strious too." 
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DAVID EATON "DAVE" 
j11nior Varsitv C:l11b I; 
·Football .\lgr.· I. -1: l\as­
kctl,;,11 ,\lgr. 2; �luvic Op­
erators C:luh 2; ··s·· Clul, 
2; Rifle Club 3; Q11ict 
Carnes ·I: Pres. Hu111eroo1n 
'.l; St11de11t C:01111cil :l; 
.\lunitor 4.
· ·  T/1e only way lo have a friend is lo lie 0111·."
BRYCE FORESTER 
Science C:lul, 3; \lath 
Club 3. 4; l'ep Co1n111. '.l; 
Highlights ·I; l-lighl;rndcr 
4, 
"Clever al jJoetry, q11irh lo /1111gl1, eager lo ha/1 011 livi11g." 
ROBERT GIBSON "BOB" 
Junior \'arsity Club I: 
·rravel Club I; Basketball 
I; Rifle Club 2; Study 
Club 2, 3; Bridge C:1111, 3.
''Every art 11111st be jnececled /Jy a certain 
111echanica/ ex/Jert11ess." 
THOMAS ELIAS "TOM" 
Swimming C:1111, 2; Life 
Saving Cl11I, 4; Bridge 
Club 2; l'res. Horneroonr 
2; Student Council 2; l'lav 
Production Club 3; School 
l'lay 3; Travel Club 3; 
,\lath Club 3, 4 (Treas. 
4); Assembly Cornrn. 3: 
Citizenship Comm. 'I; 
l'riendship C: o m  rn. 4; 
Highlander 4. 
"Genius is a caparity for hard 11•orlL" 
LOIS FULLER "LO" 
Travel Clul, 2; Bridge 
Club 2; Spanish C:lul, 3; 
Friendship Co1nn1. 2, 3, 4: 
Soda! C:0111111. 2 ,3; Sec. 
Horneroorn 2. 4; Treas. 
l-lorneroorn 2; \
I
. l'res. 
Homeroom 3; .\lonitor :l, 
4; Student Council 3. 4 
(V. Pres. 'I) ; C:hairrnan 
J unior•Scnior Pron1 3; 
Canteen Board 3, 4 (V. 
P r e s. 4); lntcr-Scl10ul 
C:01111cil 3, -I (Sec. 3). 
"The hind of girl yo11'd /ooh at twice." 
Junior Varsity Clul, I; 
Rifle Club 2; ··s·· Club 3; 
Class V. Pres. 3; Class 
Treas. 3; Pres. Hurnerool!l 
3; Student Council 2, 3, 
4; 1\lunitor 3, 4; C:ititen­
ship C:0111111. 4; Football 
I, 2, 3, 4 (C:apl. 4); Base­
ball I, 2. 3, 4; Football 
King 4. 
ALAN GLENDENING "GLEN" 
"/'111 ha/J/J)', 1,•hat's 1cro11g 11•ith the rest of the world?" 
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DAVID GOUDZWARD 
i\lath Clul, I; Rine ·c1u1> 
2. 3, 4; Hunting Club 3 
(Sec.-Treas.); Football I.
2, 3, 4; Basebal I 2; Track
4; Study Cluh 4. 
"GOUDZ" 
"By his h11sky grijJ and his hearty smile, 
ll'e /wow Dnve feels that life's worthwhile." 
MILLICENT HAFER 
Swcly Cluh I. 2; Travel 
Club 2; Bridge Club I. 3; 
:\lonitor 3, 4; S o c i a l
Comm. 3, 4; Prom C:omni. 
3. 
"MILLIE" 
•·s111all and dark n11d f11ll of f1rn 
I-las a s111ile for everyone." 
Rine Club 2; Study Club 
2; Football 2, 4; Sports 
Club 3. 4; Rascball 3. 4; 
Co-l'res. of Travel Club. 
THOMAS HARDING "TOM" 
"I-le smiled and said, 'Don't rush me, girls!' " 
GERALD GREEN 
Study Club 3. 'I; Pro111 
Com111. 3; Sec. Ho111eroo111 
3. 
"GERRY" 
··J-le is the greatest artist who has e111bodied in the surn 
of his worhs the greatest 1111111/Jer of the greatest ideas." 
JANE HANEY 
Bridge Club 2, 3; Swdy 
Club 2, 3; Service Comm. 
2; Social Comm. 4; Friend­
ship Comm. 4; Religion 
Club 4; Home Ee. Club 4. 
"Her eyes are (,lied with t/1e twi11hle of friendliness." 
:\lodern Dance I. 2; Blue 
and Cold Revue I, 2; 
Social Comm. I, 2. 3, 4; 
Social C:0111111. (Chainrnrn 
'I); Bridge Cluh I; :\lon­
itor 2. 3. 4; Knitting Cluh 
2; l'ep Comm. 2. 3. 4; 
Student Council 3; Cheer­
leader 3, 4; l'rom C:0111111. 
3; Spanish Clul> (l'res.) 
·l; Sec. Homeroom 4; Cit­
izenship Comm. 4; High­
lights 4. 
CAROL HARTMAN "C.H." 
"Always jolly, always there, one would thinh 
she had 110 care." 
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JUDITH HAYWARD 
Knitting C:ilil, I. '.\:�Ion· 
itor 2; Su,clv C:!11h 3; Glee 
Cl u I) 4; C: 'i t i L c 11 S Ii i J> 
C:om111. -1. 
"JUDE" 
"HaJJjJi11ess was born to sltare." 
JAMES HIGHTOWER 
Science Cluh 'l; Travel 
Cluh 3; \lath C:lui> '.l; 
�tucly Cluh ·I: Fricnclshi l ' 
C:0111111 ·l. 
"JIM" 
"1Vell-ti111ed silence ltath more eloq11e11re t/1a11 sj1eec/1." 
JACK HOLLEY 
Tra1·cl C:luh I, '.!: \lo1ic 
l'rojcctors C:!11!, 2. 3; 
Chess Cluh 2; .\eronautirs 
C:!11!, 3; Stucly C:luh -!; 
<211ict Carnes (:111!, -!. 
",\/e11 an, 110/ to lie 1111'11s111NI /1_1· i11t/l('s." 
GUY HESS "JR." 
Travel Cl11h 2; Rillc C:!11h 
2. 3; Sports C:luh 2: llasc­
hall 3. 4; �lonitor 3. 4; 
Aviation C:l11h 3; Q11ie1 
Games C\ul, ·I. 
"I would rntlter have a baseball t/,a11 a gir/." 
WANDA HOARE "WAN" 
MARCIA HOWARD 
·'A 1111iet ta/Ii sl,e /i/l(•//1 l//'sl." 
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Lil>. C:01111ril I; Social 
Dance C:!ul, I; \loniL<>r 2, 
3, 4; Stucly Clul, 2; Ser­
vice C,>111111. 4: 1-lc>111c Fe 
C:luh 4, 
(luicL Carnes Club �: 
Tr,11cl C:lui> 2; l'cp llancl 
2. 3, 4; Stuclv C:lul, 3: 
Glee Cluh 4; llancl 4. 
" T 111c to lier lt'ord , lw, 1t •orh. ht'J f1it'11d.' 1 
HARRIETTE HOWE 
Dancing Club 2; Tr.1\'l:l 
C:lul, 2, 3; Sec. Homeroom 
2. 3; Sec. of Dancing Clul, 
2; Service Co,rnn. 3; Study 
Club 3; Clce Club 4; Blue 
and Cold Rel'ue 4; Social 
Comm. -1. 
"HAPPY" 
"/--fer 1 1oin,, il'as <'Prr Sil'f'f"I and P/'11//r." 
} 
HOWARD JENNINGS 
◄ Swing Club 3; \lonitor 3: 
l'rojector Club 3; <2uiel 
Carnes Club 3; I' c p 
Comm. 3; l'ep llancl 3; 
Student Council 4; Hig·h­
lander 4; \'ice !'res. 11:incl 
4; Social Comm. 4; Friend­
ship Comm. -l. 
"HOWIE" 
"Fra11/u1ess is o 1'irt11e 1111P a11rl g·nnrl." 
PHYLLIS KIEVIT "PHYL" 
"Ra/her r111iel l//!I f11// of /1111." 
Ensemble 2: Studv Club 2; 
l'ep Band 3. 4: · \loniwr 
-1; Band 4; Blue and Gold 
Revue 4; C: .. \ .. \. C:lul, •I. 
THOMAS HOWSON 
�lol'ie Operators Cllil, I: 
.\lonilor 2, 3, -I; StuclenL 
Council 3; \lath Club 3. 
4; Life Saving Club 4; 
Service Comm. -I; 1-in:ince 
Comm. 'I. 
"TOM" 
"For 11 11u111 /J_\' 110J/1i11p, is so 71•plf />nr/rayed 
as /Jr l1is 111a1111rrs." 
LARRY KEYES 
Hi-Y Club I. 2; St1uly 
Club I. 3. 4; ,\lol'ie l'ro­
jectors Club 2. 3: 11:isc­
ball 3; Spring .\pons :L 
"Me11 of fnu 11•,nds r,re, r,fln r,/1. i/11' /Jest." 
FRED KLINGER 
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�lovie Club 2; Swing 
Band 2: Explorers 2: Out­
door Club 3: Rifle Club 
3; l\askethall 3; Baseball 
3; l'ep Band 3: Study 
Club 4; Quiel C:ames Club 
4. 
"FREELOADER" 
/ 
I 
Sec. Freshman C: I a s s: 
II ridge Cluh I; \lonitor 
2. 4; ;\fixed Choir 2; Sec. 
Horneroolll 2 .. ·I: Social 
C:olllrn. 3. 'I; Stuclem 
Council 3: \'ice !'res. 
Homeronrn 3: Tra1·el C:lul, 
3: . ·\eronauLics 3; SLudv 
Club ,J; Social C:0111111. -i.
KATRINA KUIZENGA "CONNIE" 
"Pretty lo ll'flii< 11•itl1. ,,-illy lo tall, ll'i//,, 
and nice lo //,ink aho11/." 
Jr. \'arsitl' I: \l;isquers I; 
Tr;11el CJ11l, 2. -l: \IOI ie 
Operators �: l'liouigr.ipliy 
Uul, 2. 3: Tr;1l'k '.!; . .\ 1 ia­
tion C\111, '.l: 011tcloor 
Sporls C:!11!, '.\: l\;ischall '.\; 
Sporls C:l11!, -I; Cross 
C:ounlr\ -1. 
RAY MON D LEZOTTE "RAY" 
",.J little nonsense 11011· and t/1en, is re/is/,,,d 
/Jy //,e /Jest of 111en." 
SUSAN LOCKE "SUE" 
l'cp C:om111. I. 3. -1: l\ridgc 
Cluh I; \lonitor 2. ,L -l; 
French Cluh 2; \'ice l'res. 
Homeroom 2; C:i1i,enship 
Comm. 3; Speech C:l11b 1; 
l'rom C:011nn. 'l: High­
lander -1: llr;1111a1i,s C:l11!, 
-l; Sol'ial C:011n11. -1: l10111c­
room ·rrc;1s. -I; Fi11:'1nlt 
Co1111n. �I. 
.. Jle1L'are of her foir /J{lir for st"' <',rds "" 11•01nen 
in the 111agic art of /,er forks." 
PHILLIP LEACH 
Swimming 2; i\fovie l'ro­
_jectors Club 2; Band 2, 3; 
Sports 2; Swing Band 3. 4; 
Study Club 3, 4; Pep 
Band 3; Hunting Cluh 3; 
football 4; Life Saving 
Club 4; C i  l i z e n  sh i p 
C:omlll. 4. 
"LEACH ER" 
"Oil, for the life of 11 1•ogahond!" 
DINNY LINTVEDT 
\I asq uers I· Fric11clsh i p 
C:0111111. I. 3. --1; llridge 
(!uh 2. -1: Travel C:luh 2. 
J: .\sscml>\v Comrn. �; 
Spanish Cl;li> 3; Soci:il 
C:0111111. 3. --1; C:iti1.ensliip 
C:0111111. 3; Ho111e Fe. Cl II I, 
·I. 
"DIN" 
"Artistic is lier 111r111111'r ond lier life." 
ROBERTA LOHSE 
Science Cl11b 'l; Tra1Tl 
C:luh ,\; l'rom Con1111. 3; 
. II ridge C:l uh ·I; Ho111e Fe. 
C:luh ·I; Friendship C:011n11. 
·I. 
"ROBIN" 
"Ha lalenls are of t/1e 111ore s ilent clan." 
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GERALD LONGJOHN 
Tra,·el Clul, 2; Beginners 
Dance C:luh 2; Band 2. '.I. 
4; Pep Band 3; Carden 
Clul, 3; \lovie Operators 
Club 3: Blue ancl Cold 
Revue 3. 4; l'lay Produc­
tion C:luh 3; [nscmhle 3, 
-l. 
"GERRY" 
"The secret of rncress ,s ronstanf\' of f"'r/1ose.·' 
JAMES MALBONE "JIM" 
'· He's a sure card." 
ANN MALOTTE 
Travel Club �; Rille C:luh 
2; Foothall 2. 3: lbsehall 
3; Sports Cluh 3; .\cro­
nautics Club -1. 
Bridge Club I; Social 
Comm .. 1, 2, 3. C:hairni;u1 
4; Study Club 2; French 
Club 2; Service Comm. 2: 
High lander 3. 4; Treas. 
Homeroom 3; Knitting 
C:luh 3; l'rorn Comm. 3; 
Student Council -I; !'res. 
Homeroom 4. 
"Quiet) like a slee/Jing garden, nnd as charming." 
REGINALD MAKINS 
.\lo,·ie Projector, 2. 3: 
Swdv Ch,lj 2, •1; Swing 
Jlantl ·I. 
"REGGIE" 
"His piano is his chief delight, 
and the joy of all i,•ho hear." 
TAMSIN MALONE "TAM" 
.\lasquers I: Travel C:lnh 
2. 3; Bridge Cini, 2. 3; 
.\lodern Dance 2; So(ial 
Comlll. 2. :L 4; ·1 n:;1s. 
Ho1ncroo111 2; l'c.:p Corn 111. 
3; Spanish Cluh 3. 4; 
l'ro111 C:0111111. 3; High­
lights 4; Senice Co111111. -1. 
'·On with the danr·r·' l.i'/ joy /,e 1111,011(,nrd." 
THOMAS MANNING 
Jr. Varsity I; Reserve 
Football I; Reserve Bas­
ketball I; .\lonitor 2. 3, 4; 
Bridge C:luh 2; Science 
C:luh 3: Hunting Cluh 3; 
Study Club 4; l\aseball 4. 
"TOM" 
"I have ne11er seen /1i111 otlll•r th"" i11 the /1"/1JJiest 111oorl." 
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ROBERT MEDEMA "BOB" 
"�\
1
ot too serious) not loo gay, 
Bridge Cluh 2. 3. I: St1Hly 
C:luh 2. I; (;;irdc11i1io-
Cluh 3. 
" 
bt1t a good fe//OH' i11 e11ny ll'"Y·" 
DONALD MOSS 
Fresh111an l\;isketh:ill J · 
Football �!gr. I; Tr,1\-cl 
C:luh I; Jr. \';irsity I; 
Hunting C:luh 3; <Juict 
Games C:luh 3 . .J; Clee 
Club 3, 4; l'ro111 C:0111111. 
3; Track Jl: Softball Tc;,111 
3: C:iti,cnship C:0111111 •I; 
Study Cluh 4. 
"MOSSER" 
'·A car ,crecher, a11d" /,ea,/ i>ffaher." 
Student Council 2. 4; 
Study Club 2; Foolhall 2. 
3. 4; Baskethall 2, 3, 4; 
TraYel Cluh 3; !'res. 
Homeroom 2; Trad! 3. 
Capt. ,1; "S" C:luh 3; 
Bridge Cluh ·I; Soci;il 
c:0111111. ,J. 
ANTHONY NIEBOER "ANTS" 
··1\le11 of few ,cords are t/1e /1est of 111e11." 
JO ANN MOON "JO" 
Choir 4; Religion Cl111, 
4; G .. \ .. \. C:luh .J; .\ssem­
bly Comm. 4. 
"Her hair is golde11 ""d so are /,er tlwt1glils." 
JOAN NEWTON 
Study Cluh I, 3; Soci,d 
Dancing Cluh I; .\ero­
nautics Cluh 3; Future 
:\'urses Club 4; Sen-ice 
Comm. 4 
",l silent nature, co11ceali11g a 11•tn111//, of true frie11clship." 
CHARLES OCVIREK 
l'cp Comm. I.�; "S" Cluh 
I. 3; Rifle Club I; Jr. 
\'arsit,· I; Ouiet Games 
Cluh ·1: \lo,.;-itor 2. 3 . .J; 
\101 ie Operators 2; Foot· 
hall 2. 3, .J; Friendship 
Co111111. 2. 3; l\asehall 2.
3; .\eronautic.s Cluh 4. 
"CHUCK" 
"He is cletem1ined to conquer the /nob/em before him." 
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JERRY OLYITT "HOOD" 
Tra,-cl Clul, '.!: Quiel 
C:a111es Clul, '.!; Sec Ho111c­
roo111 2; Footliall '.!. 3. 4; 
Swimming Club 2; ·rrack 
3. 4; .\cronautics C:lul, 3; 
\lo,·ic l'rojeclors Clul, 3; 
Hunting C:lul, 3. 
'· IV hat s/1011/c/ a 111011 do /111t /,e 111eny?" 
JOYCE OWEN 
Friendship C:0111111. '.!. 4 · 
Tr;l\-cl C\ul, '.!. 3: llridgc 
C:lul, '.!: ·1 rcas. Spauis!t 
Clul, '.I; Soci;il C:0111111. '.I. 
4; illonitor -I; Student 
C:oull(il -1. 
'·Ai.Jse11ce sharJJe11s lm•e, /Hese11a stre11gt!tr•11s it." 
MICHAEL PALMER 
illath C:l111, 3; Science 
Club 3; Swing Ba11<I 3. 4; 
Pep Band 3; Tennis 3; 
Student C:ouucil -1: l\luc 
;11Hl Gold Re\'lte -1. 
"MIKE" 
"(;real 11111sicia11s are net it::r forgotten." 
JAMES OTIS "JIM" 
Football I: Swi111n1ing­
C:luh '.!; llcginners lbnn: 
U,tl, '.!: C:ltcss C:l1tl, '.!: 
Highlights'.!; .\IO\ie l'ro­
jellors 3; l\ridgc C:iltl, 3; 
.\uto111oti,c Club ·I; \l;tL!t 
C:lul, -1. 
'·Jle J1111st /Je /111011•11 to be a/1Jnccia/1•d." 
LEWIS OWEN "LEWIE" 
C: !tcss C\ul, I. '.!; Lilirar\' 
Clul, I; (�uieL C;1111cs C:l111, 
I; Rillc Clul, '.!; .�cicmc 
Clul, 3; .\IO\ ic l'rojcnors 
3; Lile Sa, ittg C:I 11!; 3; 
Study Ciltl, 4. 
''F11ery 111r,11 is a Pol11111e. if yo11 luun1.: /1oa· lo ,ead l1i111." 
JOAN PEELEN "JOANIE" 
l'cp C:0111111. I; Bridge 
Club I, '.!; \li�ed Choir 
'.!; \loniLor '.!. •I; Social 
C:0111111. '.!. 3; Spanis!t Clul, 
:J: Tr;nel Clul, 3; l'rom 
C:0111111. 3; Ci ti1c11sh i p 
C:ollllll. ·I. 
".\'0111t·tlii11� s/erli11g that will slay 
11·lie11 g;olrf 011<1 �ih 1t'r 10I au•ay.'' 
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PETER PLATT "PETE" 
Sotial C:0111111. I; Student 
C:oulHil I, ·I. \'ice !'res. 
�; \
1 icc l'rcs. Homeroom 
I; Carni,al C:hairm:111 2; 
"S" C:itil, 2; Rcser\'c llas­
ke1ball 2; Te1111is 2, 3; 
Cl1airn1an of C:iti1cnship 
C:on1111. 2; 11111c and Cold 
Re\'ue 2, ·I; Forensics 3. 
·I; Life Sa, ing 3; Pres. 
l11ter-Scl1ool Council 3. 4; 
C:hainnan of Friendship 
C:om111. 4; Editor of High­
lander 4; ll<>)S Clcc Club 
4; Choir 4. 
"Is no/ ,,1wn· (l/1/e Nii/or //I(· ,.,,1,,, of ti"· 11•,11/d, 
uei11g //1e /)(·•s11"der of iI1" 
DIANNE SABO "SABS" 
Tra,·el Club 2; �lixed 
C:hoir 2; Band 2. ·1 reas. 
3. Sec. 4; S,::c. of Class 3; 
Spanish Club Pres. 'l. •I; 
.\lo11itor 3, ·l; l'cp lland 
:l; Pep C:0111111. ·I; Social 
Comm. ·I. 
"Tu h11uw !,er is lo lol'e l11·r.'' 
.\lonitor 2; l\ridgc Club 
'.!; Footb:111 3; Baseball 3; 
Religion Club 4; C:ross 
Country 4; I lighligh1s 4. 
JOHN SCHENSUL "SCHENSE" 
"A 111a11 /Ju/isl ,ed lo //,e 11oil." 
JOANNE PUOTINEN 
Social Comm. I, 3, 4; 
Travel Club I, 2, 3; Mas­
quers Club I; Knitting 
Club 2; Spanish Cini, 3. 
Vice Pres. 4; Prom Corn 111. 
3; Highlander 4; Fin-ellcs 
.J; Friendship Comm. 4. 
"PUTT" 
"Sei•r•r loo /111sy In jni11 i11 f1111 
A/,,.ors 011 l1r111rf 11•/1(,11 I/1e,/s ll'nrh In /,e do11r'." 
DAVID SACKETT "DAVE" 
Band I, 2, 3; .\lovie Club 
I; E11se111l,lc I; Rifle C:lub 
2. '.l, 4; Swi1nming Club 
2; Tra\'cl C:lul, 3; Swdy 
Club 4 . 
"A good sj,orl, a 11·illi11g 11·orhl'I', a11d 011 everlasting friend." 
\ 
·:.:r :;>:f*•!\ (Ii,.. J , C ' 11 0 '.• ·'.,' 
RICHARD SCHREIBER 
Study Club I. 3; Chess 
Club I, 2; Photography 
Club 2; Science Club 3· 
Bridge Club 4; Quie; 
Games Club 4. 
"DICK" 
"A 111a11 ca11'/ spend o/1 his li111e in frolic." 
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.\ssemllly Comm. I; Knit­
ting Club l; Band I; En­
semble Club I; Ouiet 
Games Club 2; B�idge 
Club 2; \lasquers 2; Fin­
eues 3, ➔; Sen-ice Comm. 
3, 4; Pep Cornm. 3; Cit­
izenship Cornm. 3; Pron, 
Cornm. 3; Choir Cil1b 3; 
Highlander -1; Student 
Council 4. 
CHARLENE SCHULTZ "CHAR" 
''At last 111y /,)lie has ro111e a/011g." 
ALFRED SNOW "FRED" 
Debate I; Rifle C:luh 2; 
·rr,l\cl C:lul> '.2; S\\'illlminn 
2; Foot ha 11 '.!; Scienc� 
Club '.l; '>1ud\' C:luh '.l; 
.\uto11101i,c Club ➔. 
'"There are a/wa\'s /11'0 sides to a question." 
---------------,\I asq uers 2; Sec.-· J"rea.,. 
MARY LOUISE SPITTERS 
Ho111eroo111 2; S e r ,. i l e  
C:ornm. '.2; l'Ja,· Production 
Club l'rcs. 3;' Highlander 
B, -I; Forensics 3; .\sse,11-
hl\' Co111111. 3. ➔; Friend­
ship C:0111m. 3; S o c i a  I 
C:0111111. 3. ➔; l'ro111 C:01n111. 
3; Sec. Student Council ·I: 
Blue and Gold Re,ue 4; 
Pep Comm. 4. 
"SPITTS" 
"JJ'hose haJ1piness is i11 sen1i11g others."
JOAN SISK "JO" 
Bridge Club I; S"·in11ning 
Cluh I; Fre1Hh Cluh '.!: 
Fin-cites'.!; .\,iation Club 
3; Dra111a1its Club 3; .\s­
scm hi y C:0111111. I; Religion 
Club➔; Set. Ho111eroo1n -1. 
".\'otlling is i111JJossil1/e to a 11'i{li11g herul." 
SANDRA SPANN 
Bridge Club I. 3: Social 
Danling I; ·1 ra,cl Club 
I. 2; Knitting C:luh 2· 
\lonitor 3. ·I; SuHh C:luh 
3. ➔; Social Comm'. 2. 3; 
Pron, Comnt. 3; High­
lander➔; CitiLenship 2, ➔;
Student Council 2, 3; 
\'ice Pres. Homeroom I; 
Sec. of Soph. Class 2. 
"SANDY" 
''lfae's to the girl 11•i//1 a heart r111cl a rn1ile,
1<·ho ""'hes the lm/1/,/e of life 11•orthwhile." 
PATRICK SQUIRES "PAT'' 
Hi-Y Club I; Jr. \'arsity 
I; Rifle Club 2; Swim­
ming Club 2; football 2; 
�lovie l'rojenors 3; .\eru· 
nautilS Club 3; A11to1110-
ti,·e Club 4. 
"He relished a iohe a11rl rejoicer/ i11 a Jn111."
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JOAN STIMSON 
Student Council 2; Tral'el 
C:lui> 2; C i t iLc n s h i p  
Comm. 2; \'ice !'res. 
Homeroo111 2; S o c i a  1 
Comm. 3. ·I; i'ro111 C:onllll. 
3; Spani,h C:lui> 3. 
. .  fl"halever is u•orl/1 doi11p; al all
) 
is i.t'orf/1 doing well." 
RONALD TANIS "RON" 
Swdy Clui> I, 2. ·I; \lol'ic 
Operators Clul, I; Swim­
ming Club 2; Highlights 
2; Scc.-Tre;1s. Homeroom 
3; Science C:lul, !'res. 3; 
.\ulon10Li1·c Club➔. 
"The pen is 111ightier than the sword." 
SHIRLEY VAN VALKENBURG 
Ensemble 1, 3; \lasqucrs 
I; Swimming Club I; Fin­
cues I, 2, 3; Spanish Club 
3; Highlanders 3, (. \sso­
ciale Editor) 4; Social 
Comm. 3, 4; l'rom Comm. 
3; l'ep Band 3, -I; C.r\ .. \. 
Club 4. 
"DUTCH" 
"Give me six hours of jJhysica/ education 
and I a111 hapjJy." 
DAVID SWOAP "DAVE" 
Pres. Homeroom 1, 2, 3; 
l'ep Commillee 1; Slll­
dcnt Council I, 2, 3. !'res. 
4; Travel Club 1; Reserve 
Football l; l\askethall I; 
.\lonitor 2. 3. -I; .\ssernhly 
C:ornm. 2. 3; Highlights 
2, 3; l\askeLl>all 1\lgr. 2; 
.\lode! Railroad C:lul, 2; 
Highlander (.\ssociaLe Ed­
itor) 3, 4; Pres. Jr. Class 
3; Student Council !'res. 
4. 
·· IVit!t his will tu do, he is destined for greol t/1i11gs."
CAROL VANDERBERG 
Choir 2; Bridge Club 2; 
Study Club 2; Spanish 
Club 3. 4; \lonitor ,l, ·I; 
Social C:0111,n. 3, 4. 
··Nothing puts 111e out, I r1111 resolved lo /Je happy." 
DANIEL WARD ''DAN" 
Football I, 2; Basketball 
I; Chess C:lul, 2; Rifle 
Club 2; Golf 2, 3, 4; l'ron, 
C:omrn. 3; Science C:lul, 3: 
Bridge Club 3, 4; Quiel 
Cames Club -I; Cross 
Coumry 4; .\ s s e n,i,ly 
C:Omlll. ·l. 
·' fl'illing to do more than his sliare 
i11 everything he's ashed."
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Religion Club ·l. 
EVELYN WARNER "EVE" 
"She /oohs the world straight 111 //1e f')'l'S, 
and it s111iles /Jark al lier." 
JANET WEAVER "JAN" 
Bridge C111h 2; rra,cl 
CJ11I, '.!; C: it i le 11 sh i p 
Comm. :l; Pro111 Com111. 
:l; .\sse111hl) C:01111n . .J. 
"Full of fun and 111ischief too." 
ALFRED WISE "ALF" 
llaskethall I. 2. 3, -I; Jr. 
\'arsitv Club I; l'res. 
Homei-00111 I ; Student 
Council I. 3. 4; Rillc C111h 
3; "S" Clul, '.!; �lonitor 
:l; Science Cl II I, 3: Cross 
Country 3; Tennis 3 . .J: 
�lath C1111J '.l; Highlander 
.J. 
"A good friend, a good athlete, and a good leader." 
i\lasquers Vice Pres. 2; 
�liwd Choir 2; .-\s,c,nhh· 
C:om111. 3. C:hairm:in .( 
Scc.-Treas. Homeroom 3; 
Ensem hie 3: Forensics 3. 
-I; D .. \.R. Pilgrim .J: �Jon­
i tor .J; St11clen l C:011 nci I .J; 
Blue and (;old Re, 11c ·I. 
NANCY WATTERWORTH "NAN" 
"Music finds its way into the secret places of the soul." 
DALLAS WEYBRIGHT 
Travel C:ll1b 2. 3: l\as'cet­
l,;,II '.!. 3. 4: Science Club 
3. 4: "S" Clul, 3 . .J: l'ro111 
C:0111111. 3; l\aschall '.l. -1: 
Sports C:l11\J 4: l'cp C:0111111. 
.J; Soci:il C:0111111. -1. 
"DAL" 
'· He's l'e1y ll'isP, /Jut not so tall 
For cute things are very small." 
NANCY WOODWORTH 
\'ice l'res. Ho,neroom I, 
3; l'ep C:0111111. I. 2. 3. 4; 
Student Council I. 3; 
.\lonitor 2, 3: Bridge Cl11h 
2. 3; Social Comm. �- 3, 
4; Shcerleacler 2 . .J; l'res. 
Soph. Class '.!; I' r o 111 
C:0111111. 3: Highl,1nder .J; 
Vice l'rcs. Sen. Class .J; 
l'res. Homerornn .J. 
"NANCE" 
"Deep brown eyes, running 011er with glee." 
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Class Prophecy 
Here we are about to part, all eager to see what will become of our fellow 
classmates. By some ingenious twist of Fate we happen to have a crystal ball 
handy just rarin' to go. 
As the fog begins to clear away we find Ben Allgor repairing Helen Alman's 
3-D TV set. When the job is done there are plenty of refreshments around from
the Balch distributing company.
Somebody always wants to read a newspaper while having a coke and here 
is a copy of the Washington Post with a glorious editorial by Bruce Berg, and 
judging from the society column of Carol Hartman, Mr. and Mrs. Al Glendening 
are going real strong. 
Glancing down the street we spy Denny Bryan heading top speed down the 
street to have a tooth looked after by the new dentist, Phil Leach. Of course his 
new dental hygiene assistant Karen Brower might make for another good reason. 
Now who do we meet but the mailman Jack Burke who is busy delivering 
ads for Ann Burgderfer's school of charm to Millie Teugh who doesn't need 
them, and he hands us a salt water soaked post card from Bob Buszta - Admiral 
Buszta, that is. 
Next we come to jumpin' Jim Causey's newsstand where we pick up a copy 
of Darlene Chapin's newspaper featuring special articles by Sue Locke and 
Tamsin Malone. A very fast selling item is a novel by Sally Clarke; its cover has 
been designed by Dinny Lintvedt. Then in comes Jerry Green with his latest 
bit of ad art telling of a new musical featuring Ellen Davis and Nancy Watter­
worth who are accompanied by none other titan Ron Drummond's famous 
orchestra. 
Another few steps bring us to Tom Harding's hardware store which is 
featuring the latest in wall to wall TV sets designed by Ron Tanis. On this 
wonderful set we see emcee Dave Corning introducing Tom Elias, recent winner 
of the Nobel Prize for Chemistry. 
We hear that Don DeVries and Chuck Ocvirek are the co-heads of the 
athletic department at the local university, and in order to handle all of their 
correspondence they have just hired a champ typist (Mrs. DeVries). Of course 
the girls need exercise too, and we find Shirley Van Val ken burg taking the kinks 
out of the girls who survived JoAnn Moon's social study classes, and Latin and 
Math classes of Phyllis Kievit and ROBIN Lohse. 
Strolling by the campus we see Lois Fuller hypnotizing the college boys. 
Suddenly, we come upon the head of the Philosophy department, Bryce Forester, 
who is mumbling the Republic in poetry. 
Before leaving the campus we are told that the girls' dorms have all been 
redecorated lavishly by interior decorators Annette Douglas and Jane Haney. 
From a nearby chapel we hear the choir and congregation of Dave Eaton 
and Gerald Longjohn. 
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Visiting in town is General Donald Moss who is chauffered around in a 
block-long limousine belonging to Jerry Olivitt, and right behind them is Lewis 
Owen hopefully waiting for a breakdown so that the Neiboer Towing Co. can 
haul it to his garage for repairs. 
Hopping into Fred Klinger's cab, we whiz out to the LeZotte, Malbone, and 
Medema Airlines where we are greeted by our stewardess Joyce Owen who has 
just returned from Germany. She makes us comfortable while Pat Squires makes 
last-minute adjustments on the plane's engines. 
On board plane we see many famous persons including Senator David Swoap 
accompanied by Secretary of State Pete Platt. The great Guy Hess tells us that 
he is headed to New York to be signed up by the Giants. Dr. Alfred Snow and 
Dr. Thomas Howson accompanied by their assistants Sandra Spann and Joan 
Newton, are also headed to the great metropolis to become heads of one of the 
large hospitals. 
Pilot and co-pilot Bob Gibson and Dan ·ward arrive and soon we are 
soaring over a huge forest preserve where Dave Goudzward is the chief con­
servation officer. Right through the forest is a new superhighway built by the 
Holley and Hightower Construction Co. whose bridges happen to be engineered 
by Dave Sackett and Howard Jennings. 
Next we pass over the kennels of Marcia Howard where the finest dogs 
around are raised, and right next door is the ranch where Evelyn 'Warner breeds 
the country's best horses. 
Arriving in New York we are greeted by the mayor Dick Schreiber who 
escorts us to John Schensul's famous restaurant where the menus are all expertly 
planned by Joan Sisk 
Here there are also some very famous people. For instance the mathematician 
from Yale, Mike Palmer, and chemists Alfred Wise and Dallas Weybright. We 
also see that Mary Lou Spitters has become quite a lawyer, and here she is, 
accompanied by her capable office staff of Wanda Hoare and Charlene Shultz. 
Just down the street 1s tile styt1sl1 store that put J\lacey's out of business; 
that is easily explained - Joanne Peelen is the owner, and all of her stock is 
purchased by none other than the famous lashion consultant, Joanie Puotinen. 
Harriette Howe is nursing her man into the best of health, Diane Sabo is 
secretary to a big politician in VVashington and Nancy vVoodworth is doing 
similar work for the president of a big auto firm, .Judy Hayward has retired and 
put up her knitting needles and Joan Stimson is doing her best to keep her 
household in the mildest possible state of chaos. Ann J\Ialotte and Janet Weaver 
are designing ads for the i\Ianning i\Ianulactur;ng Co. With one last surge of 
power our crystal ball shows us that Connie Kuizenga is psychoanalizing men 
(what else?) . 
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Valedictorian 
David Swoop 
"The law of worthy life is fundamentally 
the law of strife. It is only through labor 
and painful effort, by grim energy and 
resolute courage, that we move on to 
better things." 
(Theodore Roosevelt) 
Salutatorian 
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Michael Palmer 
Last Will and Testament 
I, Ben Allgor, would leave something but I need I, 
everything I've got. 
.-\Ian Glendening, leave my battered locker to 
some poor freshman. 
I, Helen Alman, leave my ability not to "go I, 
steady" in high school to Joanne Quiring. 
Dave Goudzward, leave my large economy­
size football uniform to Vern Wade in hopes 
he can find a way to shrink it. I, lVIarv Balch, leave my still to my little brother 
Craig Babcock. 
I, Bruce Berg, leave my copy of Das Kapital to 
Mr. Jerse. 
I, Barbara Born, leave my ability to like only 
one boy to the girls in the Junior class. 
I, Karen Brower, leave my short trips to the 
Union to Linda Hawkins. 
I, Dennis Bryan, leave my sister Ruth to some 
poor unsuspecting boy. 
1, Gerry Green, leave my artistic ability to Mike 
Squires. 
l, f\Jillie Haler, leave with my future mapped 
out clearly. 
I, Jane Haney, leave my mild and quiet ways 
to Penny Lyons. 
1, Tom Harding, leave my ability to stay a 
bachelor to Larry Littig. 
I, Carol Hartman, leave a slightly used pair of 
vocal chords to Terese Skinner. I, Ann Burgderfer, leave my ability to wander 
around on Highlander passes to Vicki Wen- I, 
ner, who, I am sure, can make as good use 1, 
of it as I have. 
Judy Hayward, leave to join Bern. 
Guy Hess, leave my pitching chores to Tom 
Malbone. 
I, Jack Burke, leave my ability to pursue the I, 
fairer sex to Dave Bair. 
Jim Hightower, leave nothing behind that I 
have learned in order that I may success­
fully get through college. I, Bob Buszta, have left for the Navy. 
I, Jim Causey, leave with great sorrow all my I, 
women to Joel Shepherd. 
Wanda Hoare, leave my ability to resist get­
ting an Italian hair cut to Beverly Fender. 
I, Darlene Chapin, leave behind my eleven years I, 
of experience here at the Campus School 
Jack Holley, leave my immense height to John 
Garside. 
to some lucky student. 
I, Sally Clarke, leave my quietness to !Vliss Low­
rie for her use in the library. 
I, Marcia Howard, leave my bass drum beater 
to Tim Squires in hopes that he will have 
better luck with it than I did. 
I, Dave Corning, leave the bass to anyone who I, 
is looking for a sore finger. 
Harriette Howe, leave to get some switch 
controls for my off-and-on romances. 
I, Ellen Davis, leave my curly hair to Julie Den I, 
Blyker to help out on those "rainy days". 
Tom Howson, leave my brother, Rich, to 
Priscilla Todd. 
I, Don DeVries, leave my football jersey to I, 
Bobby Miles in hopes that he can fill it out 
better than I did. 
Howard Jennings, leave the car driving chores 
to my brother, Bruce. 
I, Larry Keyes, leave the task 
windows in the education 
of washing the 
building to the I, Annette Douglas, leave my ability not to "go 
steady" for more than two months with any 
one boy to Connie Fricke. 
I, Ron Drummond, leave the _keys to the coke 
machine 111 study hall to any ambitious 
student. 
I, Dave Eaton, leave the job of student manager 
of the football team to Andy Lenderink. 
I, Tom Elias, leave my four brothers to the 
faculty. 
I, Bryce Forester, leave --- Ihope. 
I, Lois Fuller, leave my brother Dave, to the 
mercy of the Sophomore girls. 
I, Bob Gibson, leave whatever I may have to 
anyone who wants it. 
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janitors. 
I, Phyllis Kievit, leave my ability to keep from 
getting monitor reports in band to Cathy 
Van Riper. 
I, Connie Kuizenga, leave Randy Crockett to 
next year's study club monitor. 
I, Phil Leach, leave my latest book "How to 
Understand Girls" to Dick Tyler. 
I, Ray LeZotte, leave my tremendous scientific 
ability to Dick Born who will never have 
use for it. 
I, Dinny Lintvedt, leave my excess weight to 
Marilyn Wilsey to place at her own dis-
cretion. 
, ' 
, 
I, Gerry LongJohn, leave my bass mouth piece 
to Bob Knapp in hopes that he gets more 
use out of it than I did. 
I, Sman Locke, leave my sister, \Vendy, to the 
Junior boys. 
I, Reggie ,\Jakins, left before the appointed time. 
I, Jim ,\lalbone, leave my jokes, which keep the 
classes from getting dull, to George Peelen. 
I, Tamsin ,\[alone, leave my ability to write 
letters to little college men on big college 
cam puses to Bobbie :\lcBri<le. 
I, Ann ,\Jalotte, leave the Social Committee 
chairmanship to some unsuspecting member 
of next year's cabinet. 
I, Tom ,\fanning, leave my subtle sense of 
humor to John Scott. 
I, Bob ,\[edema, leave my ability to keep silent 
to all those who talk too much. 
I, Jo Ann ,\loon, lea\'e the fun of Freshman 
Dress Up Day to all new students. 
I, Don ,\Joss, leave a 1955 Dodge to Don Bis­
ceglia. 
I, Joan :\'ewton, leave the short periods between 
classes to all students at State I ligh. 
I, :\nthony r-.:ieboer, would lea\'e "Bev" but I 
,rant her. 
I, Chuck Ocverik, leave my fish on Friday foot­
ball days to John Fleckinstein. 
I, Jeny Oli\'ett, leave my intelligence Lo Dick 
:\fcC1 umb. 
I, Jim Otis, leave my mechanical brain to Dave 
Britigan so he can keep up with Dean 
Griffith. 
I, Joyce Owen, lea\·e my daydreams, but not the 
cause ol them, to :\Ia1y Frances ,\filler. 
I, Le"·is Owen, leave my bicycle, which has al­
ways gotten me to school on time, to Ricky 
Light. 
I, ,\J ike Palmer, leave my locker on the third 
floor to any interested Junior boy. 
I, Joanie Peclen, leave my nickname "J.P." to 
Joanie Parkes. 
I, Peter Platt, leave my two brothers with the 
hope that they will not slay each other 
before graduating. 
I, Joanie Puotinen, leave my nickname "Putt" 
to Jim Rock in hopes that he'll ,\·in the 
,\fen', :\'ational Open Goll Tournament this 
summer. 
I, Dianne Sabo, leave my ability to struggle 
through Band to my brother, Denny. 
I, Dave Sackett, leave my ability to get monitor 
reports and to have fun in a boring class 
to anyone interested. 
I, John Schensul, leave my picture to all the 
girls. 
I, Dick Schreiber, leave my "A" grades to Lock­
shore Dairy. 
I, Charlene Schultz, leave my ability to "go 
steady" all during my senior year with some 
one away at college, to the junior girls. 
I, Joan Sisk, leave my chemistry book, which is 
full of answers, to Mary Smith. 
I, Fred Snow, could leave my interests at Central 
but I want to take them with me. 
I, Sandy Spann, leave locker 93 to someone who 
doesn't mind being plowed down by the 
study hall at the end of each period. 
l, ,\lary Lou Spitters, refuse to leave Larry to 
the Junior girls. 
I, Pat Squires, leave the pin-ups on my locker 
door to Frank Simonds and Jerry \Vesteveer. 
I, Joan Stimson, lea\'e my ability to depart from 
school at one o'clock e\·ery day to anyone 
who would rather work than attend school. 
I, Dave Swoap, leave my (non-existent) gavel 
to next year's Student Council President, 
who in a fit of madness decided to run for 
office. 
I, Ron Tanis, leave my studious ways to Ken 
l\Iorgan. 
I, Carol Vanderberg, leave my ability to "go 
steady" for three years to J\lary Jane La­
Plante. 
I, Shirley VanValkenburg, leave my old gym 
shoes to Gail Baker to use in following 111 
my footsteps. 
I, Dan \Vard, leave my ability to vociferate 111 
class to Harvey Randall. 
I, Evelyn Warner, leave my ability to stay out 
of trouble to Jan Correll. 
I, Nancy \Vatterworth, leave my musical am­
bitions to capable Patti Paull. 
I, Janet \Veave, leave, never again to bother the 
teachers. 
I, Dallas Weybright, leave: an extra foot of my 
height to Richard Howson. 
I, .\1 Wise, leave my height to Jim \Voodruff. 
I, Nancy \\'ood\,orth, leave my ability to make 
it through State High to my sister Connie, 
the last of the \Voodworth clan. 
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Ann Malotte 
' 
Carol Hortman 
Lois Fuller 
Millicent Hofer 
Koren Brower 
NURSERY 
Joanne Puotinen 
Tomsin Molone 
Thomas Elias 
Sandro Spann 
Dinny Lintvedt 
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Carol Vanderberg 
Phyllis Kievit 
l 
Barbaro Born 
Alan Glendening 
Jone Honey 
Mory Louise Spitters 
Nancy Woodworth Haward Jennings 
Dianne Sabo 
Roberto Lohse 
Joan Peelen 
Connie Kuizengo 
Joyce Owen 
Peter Platt 
Darlene Chopin Shirley Von Volkenburg 
Dennis Bryon 
Ann Burgderfer 
Janet Weaver 
Judith Hayward 
Michael Palmer 
Susan Locke 
Donald Moss 
Marcia Howard 
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Don Moss Chuck Ocvirek Ray LeZotte David 5 wo a p 
Bob Taylor Ilob Herman 
i\larv Balch. Joan Peelen 
Joan 
Richard i\IcC:rumlJ 
Joan Peelen 
,\l Wise l'ete Platt Jim l'auscv 
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Larry Littig 
l\Iary Lou Spitters 
Senior 
Snaps 
Joanne Puotinen 
Sweet 
Juniors 
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Class of 1956 
Libby Davis, ·rrearnrer; Bob \lilcs, President; Chuck \\'arficlc.l, /'ire-President.; Victoria Wenner, 
Secretary. 
This year the Juniors proceeded to part1c1pate enthusiastically in nearly 
every student activity. After electing our class officers and receiving our class 
rings, we began working toward the financing o[ our annual Junior-Senior Prom 
by giving a very success[ul dance in NO\·ember. \Ve then chose the General 
Chairman for the June prom which proved to be a memorable one. Our class 
gave valuable assistance to monitors, the con1mittees, clubs, and the Student 
Council while Julie den Bleyker capably led the Pep Committee. 
On the gridiron the junior boys ran up an impressive record and should 
repeat their successful season next year with Bob ,\liles ;1s captain. The basketball, 
track, baseball, and tennis teams \\·ere greatly assisted by Junior class athletes 
while Jin1 Rock led the golf team and John Curren was chosen to lead next 
year's cross-country team. Julie den Blcyker and Gary Forsleff were cheerleaders 
while the girls took part in Fin-ettes and the newly-reorganized G.A.A. 
In the cultural fields class members belonging to the band and choir 
contributed actively to the success of the Blue and Gold Revue and the operetta. 
Our journalists were represented on the Highlander and Highlights, and our 
actors displayed a /-lair for acting in the school play. 
Looking back on our .Junior year, \\'e can remember with pride an eventful 
and successful time! 
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Respectfully submitted, 
VICTORIA \VENNER, Secretary 
\largaret Baker 
Da,id Bair 
John Baxter 
Robert Beisel 
1"11omas Bell 
Carry Birch 
.\largaret Borton 
Da,·id Britigan 
Thurman Bryant 
John Curren 
Diane Daggett 
Elilabeth DaYis 
Jean DeHaan 
John DeKreek 
Julia denBle, kcr 
I 
Class of 
1956 
Ann DO\ le 
John Flctkc11,1ein 
Gary Forslell 
Jeanne Fonrard 
Connie Fricke 
fed Garneau 
Jerry Gildea 
Dean GriITith 
Joan 1 -Iarback 
Lynda Ha,rkins 
Janet Jarman 
Bruce Jennings 
/ l 
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( 
40 
Kenyon Morgan 
i\[erton Xorman 
Timothy Otis 
Peter Parker 
Joan Parkes 
George Peelen
Dennis Percy 
Robert Peterson 
Peter Pullon 
Harvey Randall 
Sharon Ransler 
Mary Roberts 
Robert Johnson 
\Ia ry Louise Kaercher 
Robert Knapp 
\lary Jane Lal'lante 
Timothy Light 
Larry Littig 
Donald Longjohn 
Sharon Lynch 
Thomas \Ialbone 
Bruce \[arshall 
Barbara McBride 
Richard \IcCrumb 
Robert \Iiles 
Mary Fra:1ecs \filler 
Constance i\Ionroe 
II 
James Rock 
l'rs11la Rothfus, 
:\fary Joy Sa 'I') er 
Jerry Schipper 
J ocl Shepherd 
John Simcox 
Frank Simonds 
Sharon Spann 
Kenneth Squires 
Barbara Stewart 
Philip Sturman 
Lucien Sweet 
Philip Taggett 
Danee Taylor 
.'-.'athan Taylor 
I 
t1 A 
Helen Thorpt 
Richard Tyler 
DaYid VanDe\\'alker 
Marlene \'an Dyke 
Charles i\'arftelct 
Victoria i\'enner 
Ruthmary Werly 
Jerry i\'estveer 
Jud Wise 
Jean Verden 
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'/ v\ 
MISSING 
Gary Berkhousen 
Beverly Fender 
Ann Taylor 
► ◄
Richard Tyler Julia clenBleyker 
George Peelen 
Robert Miles 
Joan Har back 
Diane Daggell 
Thomas i\Ialbone: 
Victoria "'enner 
Junior 
Snaps 
James Rock lle,Trly Fender 
Sharon Spann 
Constance i\Ionroe 
George Peelen 
:\ [a ry Roberts 
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Robert Peterson 
Kenneth Squires Peter Parker John Fleckenstein 
Jerry Schipper Charles '\'arfielcl 
Sharon Ransler Joan Harback 
Danee Taylor Sharon Lynch 
~:D. l&J 
t .. 
Sophomores 
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Class of 1957 
Clarke Godfrey, Treasurer; Jim llroll'n, Preside11/; Richard Holl'son, l'ice-Preside11t; Carol 
Schutz, Secretary. 
The officers of this year's Sophomore class were Jim Brmrn, President; 
Richard Howson, Vice-President ; Carol Schutz, Secretary; and Clarke Godfrey, 
Treasurer. 
The Sophomores have taken part in numerous school activities this year. 
Committee participation "·as high on the list, and members of our class held 
posts on all of them. 
The Sophomore girls have been \\'ell-represented in Fin-cttes, and Carol 
Schutz and Pat Borgman were elected vicc-pn:sidcnt and secretary respectively. 
Many of us ,,·ere members of \lonitors, Band, ;ind Choir. To even strengthen 
our school spirit, Pat Borgman and Jan Correl I ,rcre elected reserve cheerleaders. 
The Sophomore boys have done an outst:rnding job in sports. Vern \\Tade 
starred on the varsity football team, and many of the boys on the Reserves showed 
that they would be the future sports stars of State High. Richard Howson's height 
and Dave Fuller's sharp shooting led the reserve basketball team to many victories. 
vVe can look back upon a very successful year, and we arc all looking 
forward to next year "·hen \\'e will be classified as upperclassmen. 
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Respectfully submitted, 
C.-\ROL SCHUTZ, Secretary 
nald .-\lguire 
,n· Lou . .\lien 
ma . -\nderson 
;an . .\shley 
1ig Babcock 
tnc1a Baker 
nes Berke 
nald Bisceglia 
m Blanchette 
bert Bommershad1 
.tricia Borgman 
chard Born 
lm Bowen 
hn Boyd 
arilyn Brink 
Class of 
1957 
LY,1,/. 
James Brown 
Nancy Brown 
Richard Bryant 
Sandra Burke 
Barbara Burling 
Rosemary Burnett 
Mary Carney 
Roger Clark 
James Coleman 
Tom Cook 
Jan Correll 
Randy Crockett 
h 
\ 
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Richard Howson 
Saundra HylJ<.:ls 
Dennis Jennings 
Dexter Jennings 
Carolyn Kaercher 
James Kemmerling 
John Kersten 
.\mire"· Lenderink 
Suzanne Lennartson 
Robin Limpus 
"'ilbur Lowden 
Roger Ludwig 
u. 
Douglas DaughtertY 
Daniel DiYidson 
Paul DeKorte 
Donald De\'ries 
Frank Ell 
DaYid Fuller 
John Garside 
Henry Gaylord 
Sharon Gildea 
Clarke Godfrey 
Judith Grote 
Kenneth Hart1nan 
DaYid Herman 
:S,:ancy Hotneier 
Winship Howard 
t, .... 
• Q 
,, 
Penelope LyOJ, 
Alice :\fabie 
James :\[alone 
11·;1Jiam::-;oyes 
. \lice Osterberg 
Joseph Passafiumc 
·Patti Paull
Jack Pearson
Jan Perry
:\'an Perry
I 
\ 
\ I 
David Platt 
� 
Judith Rock 
Henrv Roodbergen 
• ...._ ,· 
:\fanl1a Roth 
Dennis Sabo 
I 
I 
Judith Schenkel 
David Schroeder 
Carol Schutz 
James Scott 
Jon Scott 
Donald Simmons 
Ronald Siwik 
:\lary Smith 
Ron aid Smith 
Carol Sutton 
Mary Taggett 
John Thomasma 
( 
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/ ~ 
t n 
' I l 
I /1 
Richard Howson 
Priscilla Todd 
:\'ancy Brown 
,\ 
Patricia Baker 
Priscilla Todd Patricia Borgman 
'.\farilyn Wilsey Carol Schutz 
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" · . ,
ftiJ:Jt 1 •. J i::iE.::., ..... tJ!J 
'.\fary Thoq 
Priscilla Tod 
Robert Tooh 
Ronald \'anHo 
Robert \'anPeen. 
Catherine \'an Rip 
Gary \'ermeul, 
Vernor \\"ac 
Rodney \\"agonma!.. 
:\fike \\"eaY 
Dawn Weybrigl 
Karen "'ilkir 
'.\fanlyn \\"ils 
James \\"i 
Ga,! \1.rub 
Sophomore 
Snaps 
Howard Jennings 
Dennis Sabo 
Bruce Jennings 
. I 
Catherine Van Riper 
Freshmen 
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Class of 195 8 
Cullen Henshaw, Treasurer; \like Decker, ,,resident; Carl Kiino, l'ice-Preside11t; Judie Dekema, 
Serretrny. 
The Freshman Class o[ 195-J was made up of thirty-two girls and thirty­
four boys. 
:\t our first meeting we elected \like Decker, President; Carl Kiino, Vicc­
Prcsidcnt; and Judie Dekcma, Secretary. The voting was continued at our next 
meeting and we elected Cullen Henshaw to guard the money we didn't have. 
\\'c also elected two parliamentarians, Linda Scott and Don Pyne. 
\\That the freshman football squad ,ras lacking in skill they made up in 
enthusiasm and we arc looking fonrnrcl to a great improvement next year. The 
basketball team started out with a bang and "·c hope they will continue this 
through high school. 
Now we have completed our freshman year. \,Ve arc anticipating the years 
to come, when we too can smile at those who roll up blue jeans and smear on 
lipstick when that notorious occasion called Freshman Dress-up Day occurs. 
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Respectfully submitted, 
JUDIE DEKEi\fA, Secretary 
Patricia Anderson 
Jac(]ueline Baker 
Birja Gail Baker 
.\fargaret Beloof 
john Boudeman 
Sherwood Boudema11 
Eric Brown 
Ruthann Bryan 
Gail Buchanan 
Loren Bynum 
Robert Chapman 
Lindo Jo Chojnowski 
\rlon Coble 
Ben Cooper 
Judith Dargill. 
Class of 
1953 
Sarah Dargitz 
\\'illiarn Daugherty 
\I ichael Decker 
.\lichael denOLLer 
_Judith Dckema 
.\lien Elias 
Kch·in Enz 
FliLehcth Garneau 
:\ancy Gay 
Fdll'in Gemrich 
.\lary Gibson 
Karlene Gunne1 le 
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I larrieLL Persons 
Donald Pyne 
.Joanne Ouiri,w .,_ ,� 
Ceralcl Randall 
Thomas Reid 
Sandra Rex 
Carol Richardson 
Ceorge Schau 
Jack Schrier 
Linda Scott 
Kim Se\'aly 
Jane Shakespe:,re 
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Cullen Hensha11· 
Elizabeth Hosick 
Howard .Jackson 
. \strid Jakobson 
Larry Johnson 
Karen .Johnson 
Carl Kiino 
Robert Kohrman 
Thomas Lawson 
Carole Lemon 
John Light 
Peter Lloyd 
\\'endy Locke 
James Neal 
Cordon Peil 
) 
""' -/ 
FIRST ROW: 
Janet Sheets 
Bernanne Simpson 
Terese Skinner 
Tim Squires 
.\fary Stainton 
SECOND ROW: 
:\fary Stelma 
Sandra Taylor 
Ralph Valentine 
Paul \\'eber 
Deanna \\'hite 
Freshmen 
Snaps 
�j} 
l..V.'vl. 
\\'illiam Yates 
Lindo Jo ( 11,,j, "\\'ski 
Wendy Locke 
James \\·oodruff 
Ruthann Bryan 
Judith Dekema 
Patricia Anderson 
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Eugene Wu \\'illiam Yates 
\Vendy Locke Carole Lemon Beth G;1rneau 
J uclith Dekema i\fary Stain ton Terese Skinner 
Judith Dargitz 
Sarah Dargitz 
In Memory of 
"His merry spirit seems our comrade yet, 
Freed from the power of weariness and t1ain, 
Forbidding us to mourn or to forget." 
W. Kersley Holmes 
We remember Phil for his skill and interest in athletics, but even more, 
perhaps, for his awareness of the principles of sportsmanship and his sincerity. 
In all that he did, Phil exhibited the self-control and the modesty of nature that 
mark the truly fine person. He was respected for his leadership, and his judgment 
was called upon to choose the wisest course in any endeavor. Phil's personality 
made him the kind of person that anyone would be glad to call a friend. 
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Organizations 
55 
Student Couneil Offieers 
LEFT TO RIGHT: Mary Lou Spitters, Secretary; Dave Swoap, President; Lois Fuller, Vice• 
President; Bob Beisel, Treasurer. 
The 1954-55 activities of the Student Council commenced as early as June, 1954, 
when two of the newly-elected officers, Dave Swoap and Bob Beisel, journeyed 
to St. Paul, Minnesota, for the national convention of the National Association 
of Student Councils. 
After publication of the Cub Sense before the opening of school, an innovation 
gained from the convention was instituted for the first time. This was the 
Freshman Orientation program, which proved to be helpful to the newcomers 
to school. 
Once again the extensive committee system proved its merit in being very active 
in the detailed planning of Council activities. The newly-reorganized Finance 
Committee led the annual magazine sale to an unexpected high net profit. Thus 
the coffers were replenished to carry the dances and projects comfortably through­
out the year. 
The Citizenship Committee and Student Council were successful in obtaining 
two rooms for noon-hour activities and dancing, which was the result of ex­
tensive study of the hall problem. The Service and Friendship Committees 
organized new approaches to the traditional projects and drives with a great 
measure of success. 
An investigation of the needs of the students concerning the club program was 
conducted during the first months of school. This culminated in the addition 
of seven new clubs to the program. 
The Cabinet expanded its role as a coordinating body between the Council and 
the Committees. Closer participation between the P.T.S.A. and the Student 
Council was boosted by combined cooperation on the football concession sales. 
Certainly the best of guiding hands came in the form of our advisor, Mr. Ray 
Deur. His ready assistance and advice constituted a major portion of the success 
of any of the Council's activities. To him go our sincerest thanks. 
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BACK ROW: Andy Lcnderink, Dick Tyler, Bob Miles, Bill Yates, Anthony Nieboer. 
MIDDLE ROW: Mike Decker, Chuck Warfield, Howard Jennings, Jim Causey, Pete Platt. 
FRONT ROW: Barbara Born, Alan Glendening, Ann Malotte. 
BACK ROW: Jim Brown, Ruth Ann Bryan, Nancy Watterworth, Nancy Woodworth, Julie 
denBleyker, Ann Burgderfer. 
MIDDLE ROW: Carl Kiino, Dean Griffith, Tim Light, Dick Howson, Mike Palmer, Al Wise. 
FRONT ROW: Joan Harback, Carol Lemon, Joyce Owen. 
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Friendship Committee 
BACK ROW: Dick Tyler, Jim Causey, Jim Hig·htower, Tom Elias, Tim Light. 
MIDDLE ROW: Joyce Owen, Jane Haney, Carol Sunon, i\lary Fran Miller, Sally Clarke, 
Julie den Bleyker. 
FRONT ROW: Judy Grote, Joan Blanchcue, Karen Wilkins. 
The object of the Friendship Committee this year has been to promote a 
better feeling of goodwill throughout the school through large projects and also 
through small, often unknown undertakings by individuals. This has not always 
been easy, with a full school program robbing many students of time which they 
would have gladly given. This was quite obvious on such occasions as the Errands 
of Mercy Clothing Drive and the Christmas Carol Sing. Ho\\'ever the committee 
does not feel this was time wasted, since it gave us a real opportunity to evaluate 
our program and pick out that which was really worthwhile. Perhaps our biggest 
project of the year was our work on the problem of Big Brothers and Sisters and 
the whole Freshman problem in general. Of course the success of this venture 
will not be known until next year. 
Peter Platt, Chairman
BACK ROW: Dave Platt, Jack Pearson, Clarke Godfrey, Mike Weaver. 
MIDDLE ROW: Pele Platt, Dinny Lintvedt, Lois Fuller, Darlene Chapin, Joan Parkes. 
FRONT ROW: Mary Jane LaPlante, Ann Taylor, Joan Puotinen. 
co 
Citizenship Committee 
BACK ROW: Joan Peelen, Nancy Holneier, Bobby McBride, Sandra Spann. 
MIDDLE ROW: Barbara Born, Karlene Gunnclle, Judy Hayward, Carol Hartman. 
FRONT ROW: Vicki Wenner, Al Wise, Sharon Spann. 
\!\Tith the great amount of cooperation given by the members of the 
Citizenship Committee, we have been able to undertake a great number of tasks. 
Our first activity in the fall was the securing of 107E for a game room. This was 
to help relieve some of the congestion in the halls. vVe had a very successful candy 
sale where we raised money for our Highlander picture. During the football 
season, we help the PTSA by selling refreshments at the games to earn money for 
the school. \!\Te are again planning the annual ground clean-up and locker clean­
up, which have proved very successful in the past. 
Our final project which fell in our hands is the Carnival. We worked 
along with the P.T.S.A. and gathered new ideas which made it a grand success. 
BARBARA BORN, 
Chairman. 
BACK ROW: Tony Scott, Alan Glendening, Dean Griffith, Tom Elias. 
MIDDLE ROW: Julie denBleyker, Ruthann Bryan, Darlene Chapin, John Boudeman. 
FRONT ROW: Mary Lou Allen, Sharon Gildea, Judith Dekema. 
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Soeial Committee 
BACK ROW: Wendy Locke, Gail Buchanan, Shirley Vanvalkenburg, Karen Wilkins, Ann 
Malotte, Gail Wruble. 
MIDDLE ROW: Margaret Borton, Helen Alman, Joan Parkes, Karen Brower, Jane Haney, 
Marilyn \-\1ilsey. 
FRONT ROW: Ruthann Bryan, Mike Weave, Jim Rock, Joel Shepherd, Barbara McBnde. 
The Social Committee is one of State High's standing committees. Its 
purpose is to organize the all-school social activities. The first dance was the 
Get-Acquainted Party in \1\Talwood. The second dance in v\Talwood was the 
Christmas formal, "Frosted Fantasy." The rest of the dances were informal or 
"jean" dances. i\Iiss Crisman sponsored the group and helped settle the problems 
that arose. The committee usually meets twice a week and plans a dance a month. 
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ANN MALOTTE, 
Chairman. 
.. 
BACK ROW: Dean Griffith, Amhony :'\ieboer. Jim Brown, Edwin Gcmrich. 
MIDDLE ROW: l\lary Jane Lal'lante, Judith Dekcma, �lary Fran l\liller, Ellen Davis, Joanne 
Poutinen. 
FRONT ROW: Nancy Woodworth, Ann Burgdcrfer, Vicki Wenner, Dawn Wcybright, Mary 
Joy Sawyer. 
BACK ROW: Marv Balch, Pete Platt, Jim Causey, Larry Littig, Dallas Weybright. 
MIDDLE RO\>V: Joan Stimson, i\lary Lou Spitters, Connie Kuizenuga, Carol Hartman, Annelle 
Douglas, Millicent Teugh. 
FRONT ROW: Dinny Lintvedl, Dianne Sabo, Joyce Owen, Tamsin i\lalone, Sue Locke. 
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Pep Committee 
BACK ROW: John Fleckenstein, Larry Littig, Bob Peterson, =--:ancy Woodworth, Sue Locke, 
Astrid J akobsons. 
MIDDLE ROW: :\Iary Roberts, Helen .\Iman, :\lary Jane LaPlante, Joan Parkes, Sharon Spann, 
Dianne Sabo, Annette Douglas. 
FR0-"1T ROW: Julie den Bleyker, Jack De Kreck, Pete Parker , Dick Tyler, :\lary Lou Spitters. 
The Pep Committee consists of about thirty-five hard-working members, 
representatives from the homerooms. This committee has had many responsibil­
ities this year, which it has carried out to the best of its ability. 
The entire school has enjoyed many good pep assemblies with entertaining 
skits and guest speakers that included teachers and people from \V.K.M.I., 
\\I.K.X.O., and the Gazette. Among their many duties, the pep committee also 
handled the buses to away games, handled publicity for all of the games, had 
football homecoming, basketball parents' night and homecoming, and supervised 
the cheerleader elections. 
During the year the school pep and sportsmanship has improved almost 
one-hundred per-cent, due to the good ,rnrk of the members of the Pep Com­
mittee. Under the faculty direction of ;\Jrs. ?\lonro, this has been a very successful 
year for the Pep Committee. 
BACK ROW: Joel Shepherd, Marv Balch, Charles Warfield, Clarke Godfrey, Gary Forsleff, 
Dallas Welbright. 
MIDDLE ROW: Anne Doyle, Pat Borgman, Carol Schutz, Priscilla Todct, Nancy Hotneier, 
Mary Fran Miller, Barbara McBride. 
FRONT ROW: Carol Hartman, Jan Correll, Dawn Weybright, Marilyn Wilsey, Terese Skinner. 
,' 
BACK ROW: Tony Scott, Dick Born, Chuck Sweet, Helen Alman 
MIDDLE ROW: Joan Newton, Saundra Hybels, Sally Clarke, Tamsin Malone 
FRONT ROW: Nan Perry, Jan Perry 
Serviee Committee 
The aim of the Service Committee is implied in its name - service. It was 
originally organized to replace the Red Cross committee, and it now continues 
with the useful projects this committee formerly sponsored. 
Twenty-seven active members who were interested in helping the under­
privileged composed this year's Service Committee. Several of our main projects 
have been a Red Cross collection, an actual "March" of Dimes, Thanksgiving 
baskets donated to thirteen needy Kalamazoo families, Red Cross Christmas 
stockings for area hospitals, and a dance for the veterans at Fort Custer. 
ANN BURGDERFER, 
Chairman. 
BACK ROW: Tom Howson, Tom Lawson, Jim Brown, Dave Schroeder 
MIDDLE ROW: Anne Doyle, Ann Burgderfer, Judy Rock, Karen Wilkins 
FRONT ROW: Sally Dargitz, Charlene Schultz, Wanda Hoare 
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BACK ROW: Tim Light, Dan Davidson, John Light, Gary Forsleff. 
MIDDLE ROW: Patti Paull, Joan Sisk, Janet Weaver, Jo Ann Moon, Mary Smith. 
FRONT ROW: Mary Joy Sawyer, Nancy Watterworth, Mary Lou Spitters. 
Assembly Committee 
Under the able advisorship of Mr. William Sack, the Assembly Committee 
produced several notable assemblies. Among these programs were the annual 
Christmas, Easter, and Thanksgiving assemblies. The Christmas assembly was 
especially memorable this year due to the coordination of music and reading. 
Other highlights were the singing of Pruth J\,fcfarlin and the travel films 
narrated by Dr. Light as he retold his experiences in Alaska and in the East. 
Together with student produced programs, these assemblies provided some very 
enjoyable hours. 
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NANCY 'vVATTERWORTH, 
Chairman. 
.. 
.. 
Highlights 
j/J • ' A 
Larry Lillig, Carol Hartman, Bryce Forester. Tamsin Malone, Jack Schensul, Jane Haney. 
"Hand me the first page!" 
"How many counts arc there Ill a front page hcadlnic)" 
"Where's the editorial?" 
"\\'here does this feature go?" 
These words and otl1cr similar ones arc oltcn heard ,,·hen the thirteen junior 
and senior members of the Journalism-Creative \'\Triting class, ably directed by 
Miss Beth Gcidcman, arc putting out the bi-monthly issue of the Highlights. 
The staff tor the past year has been Garry Birch, Jack Burke, Darlene Chapin, 
Anne Doyle, Bryce Forester, Ted Garneau, Jane Haney, Carol Hartman, Howard 
Hennings, Larry Littig, Tamsin .\[alone, John Schensul, and Danee Taylor. 
Howard Jennings, Garry Birch. Anne Doyle, Danee Taylor, Darlene Chapin. 
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Highlander 
LEFT TO RIGHT: Tom Elias, Vicki Wenner, Pete Plan, Shirley Van Valkenberg, Ann Melotte 
LEFT TO RIGHT: Ann Burgderfer, Sandra Spann, Sue Locke, Bryce Forester, Dean Griffith 
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LEFT TO RIGHT: John Simcox, Charlene Schultz Sharon Spann, Helen Alman, Joanne Puotinen, Al Wise 
The year 1954-1955 brought many changes to our yearbook. An entirely 
new form of printing was used, along with new paper in the book. Perhaps our 
biggest asset was having 1\fr. Taylor back as faculty sponsor. With his prior 
experience he was able to offer many suggestions and his foresight saved us many 
hours of work. The staff was a very co-operative one, with everyone pitching in 
and doing a good share of the work. The returning staff members from last year 
did an outstanding job and their experience plus the new ideas from first year 
members greatly enriched the book. Of course, as in any yearbook, many hours 
of routine work had to be spent down in 2-E. Our sincere hope is that this book 
meets the needs and interests of the student body. 
Peter Platt, Editor
LEFT TO RIGHT: Howard Jennings, Mary Lou Spitters, Nancy Woodworth, Barb Born, 
Dave Swoap 
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Math Club 
BACK ROW: Pete Pullon, Dave Britigan, Bruce Berg 
MIDDLE ROW: Jim Hightower, Bob Peterson, Dave Schroeder, Tom Reid 
FRONT ROW: Nan Perry, Robin Lohse, Jan Perry 
The purpose of the Math Club is to promote an interest in mathematics 
among students at State High. The club is open to any mathematics student 
in the school. 
The bi-weekly meetings usually include a puzzle period, a guest speaker, a 
business meeting, and a recreation and refreshment session. 
A good part of the club journeyed to Ann Arbor this winter to participate 
in a High School Mathematics Conference, and plans for a trip to Chicago are 
in the offing. 
Under the co-sponsorship of Mr. Hackney and �Ir. Weber and the leadership 
of Mike Palmer, Bob Beisel, Libby Davis, and Tom Elias, the club feels a justi­
fiable pride in its accomplishments and looks forward to an even better future. 
BACK ROW: Mike Palmer, Tony Scott, Jim Malbone, John Boyd 
MIDDLE ROW: Tom Howson, Dean Griffith, Bryce Forester, Bruce Marshall 
FRONT ROW: Tom Elias, Bob Beisel, Clarke Godfrey 
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THOSE WHO WENT: Libby Davis. Joan Puotinen, Dick Tyler, Sandy Spann, Robin Limpus, 
Phil Leach, Jim fletke, Jim Brown, Joan Peelen. Nancy Woodworth, Smanne Lennartson, Priscilla 
Todd, Doug Dougherty, Ray LeZotte, \lary Smith, Dick .\lcCrumh. i\larv Balch, Jim Hightower, 
Dick Howson, Bob Herman, Denny Percy, Joanne Dougherty, .-\nn Frey, John Gibson, John 
DeLong, Bonnie Peterson, Eddie Powless, Dolly Powless, i\lary Louise Deur, Ellen Davis, Eliz­
abeth Deur, Ray Deur. 
Travel Club 
For the fifth consecutive year, the Travel Club and 
Mr. Deur sponsored a camping trip by bus. Last year 
their destination was the Black Hills in South Dakota. 
Many things were seen that will never be forgotten: The 
Passion Play, Mount Rushmore, the Badlands, Hot 
Springs, Wind and Crystal Caves, the Needles, Devil's 
Tower, Corn Palace, Bear Butte, and uncountable scenes 
of beauty. Nor will the travelers forget setting up their 
tents, cooking their own meals, swimming, and living in 
the out-of-doors. All had additional experiences in living 
and working together throughout the trip. Due to bus 
trouble, the group was delayed in De Smet, South Da­
kota, but everyone enjoyed the rest. All in all, the camp­
ers agreed they had thirteen wonderful clays packed with 
a lot of fun. 
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PLACES WE CAMPED: 
Back Bone Park, Iowa 
Gull Point State Park 
Cedar Pass, Badlands, S.D. 
Spearfish Park, S.D. 
Bear Butte, S.D. 
Cedar State Park, S.D. 
Lake Sheridan, S.D. 
Huron City, S.D. 
De Smet, S.D. 
Rocky Arbor Park, Wis. 
...... 
Monitors 
BACK ROW: Anne Doyle, Peggy Baker, Wanda Hoare 
FRONT ROW: Mary Joy Sawyer, Tom Manning, Tamsin Malone 
The Monitors, under the direction of Mrs. Lois Monroe, have just com­
pleted another very successful year. 
Of all the organizations at State High, the monitor system is perhaps the 
most prized by the students and faculty. Naturally we are pleased that the halls 
and study halls, as well as office work, can be placed in the hands of the students. 
In addition to their regular jobs this year, the monitors planned and 
completed a sandwich sale to replenish the funds in the treasury. 
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BACK ROW: Pete Parker, Garry Birch, Tim Otis, Bob Beisel, Nancy Watterworth, Bobbie 
McBride, l\Iary Frances \lillcr 
\11DDLE RO\\': Carol \'anderberg. Lois Fuller, Barb Born, Connie Kuizenga, Joyce Owen, 
Dianne Sabo, Carol Hartman 
FRONT ROW: Dick Tyler, Tom Howson, Alan Glendening, Charles Ocvirek, Dave Swoap 
BACK ROW: James Belke, Dave Briligan, Bob Johnson, Vern Wade, Gary Vermeulen, Mike 
Squires, 1\-like Weaver, Gary Forsleff, Bob Miles 
MIDDLE ROW: Jean De Haan, Pal Borgman, Carol Schulz, Joan Peelen, Phyllis Kievit, Connie 
Monroe, Barbara Burling, Sharon Spann, Sharon Gildea, Ellen Davis, Annette Douglas, 
Millicent Hafer 
FRONT ROW: Jim Causey. Tony Scott, Guy Hess, Tom Harding, David Eaton, John Fleck­
enstein. 
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BACK ROW: Martha Roth, i\larlene VanDyke, Barb Stewart, i\largaret Borton, Alice Osterberg, 
Ray LeZoll, John Boudeman, Rick Light, Bob Peterson, Tim Light 
MIDDLE ROW: Ursula Rothfuss, Jane Hardy, i\lary ;\largaret Stainton. Jan Correll, Sharon 
Gildea, Nancy \Vatterworth, Burlene Gildea, Ruthann Bryan. Terese Skinner 
FRONT ROW: Janet Weaver, Gretchen Maus, Suna Tiefenthal, Julie Peclen, 1'fary Wise, 
Phil Causey, Lee Mims 
Choir 
BACK ROW: Dr. Beloof, Judd Wise, Ron Drummond, Jerry Longjohn, Howard Jennings, 
Marcia Howard 
FOURTH ROW: Dick Born, Mary Luise Kaercher, Pat Baker, Kelvin Enz, Jim Neal, Peter 
Lloyd, Doug Daugherty, Craig Babcock, Ron Van Horn 
THIRD ROW: Ken i\lorgan, Linda Jo Chojnowski, Nancy Brown 
SECOND ROW: Shirley Van Valkenburg, Carol Sutton, Phyllis Kievit, Don Pine, Denny Sabo, 
Susan Ashley, Cathy Van Riper 
FRONT ROW: Frank Ell, Mary Jane La Plante, Gary Forsleff 
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BACK ROW: Howard Jennings, George Peelen, Chuck Warfield, Dick Tyler, Bob Beisel, 
Jackie Baden, Betsy Hosick, Robin Limpus 
l\IIDDLE ROW: Loren Bynam, Bali Hartman, i\like Decker, Tom Reid, Paul DeKorte, 
Marilyn Beauie, Jo .\nn �Ioon 
FRONT ROW: Julie DenBleyker, Pat .\nderson, Karen Johnson, Pat Baker, Helen Thorpe, 
Susan Schroeder, Jeanne Forward 
Band 
BACK ROW: Gail Wruble, Judy Schenkel, Dianne Sabo, John Baxter 
FOURTH ROW: Ellen Davis, Tim Squires 
THIRD ROW: Ron Smith, Kim Sebaly, Paul Weber, Paul De Korte, Barbara Stewart, Jeanne 
Forward, l\Iary Carney, Bryce Forester 
SECOND ROW: Pat Anderson, Henry Roodbergen, Ruthmary Werly, i\Iarilyn Brink, Helen 
Thorpe, Peggy Beloof, i\Iary Smith 
FRONT ROW: Mike Palmer, Suzanne Lennartson, Carolyn Kaercher 
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Soeial Dancing Club 
BACK ROW: Jerry Schipper, Bill Lowden, Thurman Bryant, John Kersten, Tim Squires, 
James Woodruff 
MIDDLE ROW: Barbara Stewart, Jackie Baden, Sharon Lynch, Nancy Gay, Danee Taylor, 
Joan Harback, Bernanne Simpson, i\Cary Gibson, Sharon Ransler 
FRONT ROW: Jerry Gildea, Tom Bell, Dick l\IcCrumb, Denny Percy, Bruce Jennings 
"Ready, one, two, three; one, two, three ... " 
These words are reminiscent of the activities of the Social Dancing Club, 
which was formed to provide an outlet for those interested in dancing. The club 
consisted of beginners and those who wanted to learn the latest dance steps. 
BACK ROW: Peter Lloyd, Merton Norman, Henry Gaylord, Bill Yates, John Curren 
MIDDLE ROW: Elizabeth Hosick, Karlene Gunnette, Judy Grote, Priscilla Todd, Joan Blan­
chette, Mary Thorpe, Karen Wilkins, Marilyn Wilsey, Rosemary Burnett 
FRONT ROW: Ralph Valentine, Bill Lawson, Bob Peterson, Bert Cooper, Dave Fuller 
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Bridge Club 
BACK ROW: Dinny Lintvedl. Mary Jane LaPlanle, Robin Lohse, Mary Roberts, Joan Parkes, 
Penny Lyon 
FRO'.\'T ROW: Jack Pearson, Larry Lillig, Joel Shepherd, Anthony Niebor. 
This year the Bridge Club was composed of twenty-five members, includ­
ing novices and experienced players. i\I iss Gicclernan was again the head of the 
Bridge Club, and she was ably assisted by i\fiss Schepers. The club met every 
two weeks in Room 1 E. 
BACK ROW: Mary Luise Kaercher, Janet Jarman, Julie denBleyker, Carolyn Kaercher, Sally 
Dargitz 
FRONT ROW: Bob Medema, John Garside, Kim Sebaly, Win Howard 
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Swimming Club 
BACK ROW: Roel Wagonmaker, Ken Hartman, Roger Ludwig, John Boyd, Jim Coleman, 
Mike DenOuer 
FRONT ROW: Tom Cook, George Schau, Woody Boucleman. Clarke Godfrey, Jim Brown, 
Bob Bommersbach, Jim Kemerling 
"Point your toes,' 'V,Tatch your breathing,' 'Elbows higher,' 'Don't bend 
your knees,' 'Kick a little higher," could be heard every other Wednesday during 
club period. No, it's not the dancing club but our swimming club under the 
sponsorship of Mr. Hackney. 
The purpose of the club is to improve our swimming skills and techniques. 
The three fundamental strokes, the crawl, the breast and the side, receive the 
largest share of emphasis while the back stroke, treading water, floating, diving, 
and underwater swimming are also worked on. The club is not all work, as we 
find time for individual and relay races as well as an occasional game of water 
polo. There were fourteen members of the club, all freshmen or sophomores, 
with our ultimate aim of improving our swimming skills so that we can enroll 
in a future Life Saving club. 
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BACK ROW: Jim Rock, Dave Fuller, Rod Wagonmaker, Roger Ludwig, Jamer Betke, Jack 
Schrier 
FRONT ROW: Dave Britigan, Nate Taylor, Tom Harding, Jack DeKreek, Eugene Wu 
Sports Club 
The Sports' Club under the sponsorship of Mr. Taylor, had various acuv1t1es 
throughout the year. These included: football, softball, volleyball, ping-pong, 
and movies of different athletic events. Due to lack of space and sudden changes 
in the weather, we had to plan our activities rather hurriedly. But this didn't 
influence the enthusiasm of anyone. The club was led by James Rock. It was 
a great success and everyone had an excellent time. 
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Life Saving Club 
BACK ROW: Dennie Percy, Joel Shepherd, Jerry Schipper, Torn Howson, Torn Elias, Jerry 
Gildea, John Baxter 
FRONT RO'W: Bob Johnson, Bruce �larshall, Thurman Bryant. Tom Bell, Bruce Jennings 
The American Red Cross Manual on Life Saving and Water Safety is the text­
book of the Life Saving Club. Although weekly practice in the school pool is 
also an important activity of the club. Under the sponsorship of i\[r. Hackney, the 
club has one main purpose, which is to instruct its members in the various 
techniques of life saving and water safety. Upon completion of the course, all 
members who pass the qualified tests receive the American Red Cross Senior 
Lifesaving Award. 
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Seienee Club 
BACK ROW: Phil Sturman. Bruce i\!arshall, John Bowen, Allen Elias, Roger Clarke 
MIDDLE ROW: Don DeVries, Pete Pullon, Dick Born, John Thomasma, Bruce Berg 
FRONT ROW: Margaret Bonon, Mr. Engels, Chuck Sweet 
This year the Science Club afforded the members an opportunity to do 
research on a topic or subject of particular interest to the individual member. 
Each person was expected to choose a project of personal interest, investigate and 
study the scientific principles involved, and share the results with the other club 
members. It has proven to be a most successful and interesting experience for 
all concerned. 
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BACK ROW: Janet Sheets, Diana Anderosn, Judy Dargitz, Jane Shakespeare, Gail "'ruble, 
Mary Louise Allen 
l\IIDDLE RO\\': Judy Rock, Elizabeth Taggett, Karen Brower, Carol Sutton, Mary Smith, 
Dawn Weybright, Jan Correll 
FRONT ROW: Joan Newton, Saundra Hybels, ;\Iarilyn Brink 
Future Nurses Club 
A new innovation for the club program this year came in the form of the 
Future Nurses Club. Received enthusiastically by the girls at State High, the club 
was open to anyone inLercsted in the field ol medicine. 
The girls worked one hour a week at Bronson i\Iethodist Hospital, feeding 
the patients and passing out trays. 
"Scape! ..... aspirin?" 
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STANDING: Don DeVries, Tim Otis, 1\frs. Monroe, Patti Paull, Tarnsin Malone, Dianne Sabo. 
SITTING: Carol Hartman, Joanne Puotinen, Mary Joy Sawyer, Carol Vanclen Burg. 
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Spanish 
Club 
This year's Spanish Club is composed 
ol second year students and ol those who 
have taken at least one year ol Spanish. 
This club, sponsored by ;\lrs. \fonroe, 
lurthers its study ol the Spanish language 
:1llll u1sto111s through movies, music, 
g:1rnes and outside speakers. 
Every noon, members ol the club sell 
candy to build up funds lor projects 
such as a Christmas party and a Spanish 
luncheon. 
Quiet Games Clu_b 
BACK ROW: Bob Kohrman, Ben Cooper, Tom Lawson, Ralph Valentine, Bob Chapman, 
Kim Sebaly 
MIDDLE ROW: Don Simmons, Jim Kemmerling, Bob Toohey, Jim Wise, Ed Gemrich, Gerald 
Randall, Arlon Coble, Tom Reid 
FRONT RO\V: Cullen Henshaw, Barb Stewart, Danee Taylor, Janet Jarman, Mary Luise 
Kaercher, Bill Daugherty 
As you look in Mr. Weber's room, you see the members of the Quiet Games Club 
busily engrossed in some type of game. The members participate in such games 
as chess and checkers. The club is one of the largest in our school program, and 
all the students thoroughly enjoy the activities of the group. Mr. Weber's ready 
assistance and advice make this club a success. 
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BACK ROW: John Thomasma, Pete Parker, Craig Babcock, Dennis Jennings, Doug Daugherty, 
Dave Schroeder, Dexter Jennings 
FRONT ROW: Dave Eaton, Karen Brower, Sharon Ransler, Mary Roberts, Joan Parkes, 
George Peelen 
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Fin•ettes Club 
BACK ROW: Miss Lewis, Priscilla Todd, Astrid Jakobsons, Pat Borgman, Carol Schutz, Julie 
den Bleyker, Anne Doyle, i\lrs. Anderson 
MIDDLE ROW: Judy Grote, Joan Blanchette, Pat Baker, Nancy Hotneier, Saundra Hybels 
FRONT ROW: Judy Schenkel, Joanne Puotinen, Penny Lyon, Katie Johnson, Suna Tiefenthal, 
Marilyn Wilsey 
The Fin-ettes Club consists of twenty members, after accepting eleven new 
members in the fall. 
Julie den Blyker really keeps thing on the ball and Carol Schutz is ready and 
willing any time she is needed. Ann Doyle is doing a fine job of keeping the 
figures straight, while Pat Borgman keeps the pen moving. 
The theme for this year's show was "Celestial Blues" which was based on the 
sky with many hit tunes. The finale was the hit "The High and the Mighty." 
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Rifle Club 
BACK ROW: Jim Rock, George Peelen, Gordon Peil, Andy Lenclerink, Chuck Warfield 
FRONT ROW: Danny Bryan, Eugene Wu, Dave Corning, Dave Sackett 
BACK ROW: Robert Vanl'eenan, Dave Herman, Clarke Godfrey, Mike Weaver, Tim Squires, 
Jim Woodruff 
FRONT ROW: Peter Lloyd, Bob Bommershach, John Boyd, Tony Scott 
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Canteen Board 
STANDI/\G, Left to Right: \\'ilma DcRruin, Central; Bob i\lurphy, Central; Julie denB!eyker, 
State High; Frances Miller. State High. 
SEATED: Mrs. i\loss, Advisor; Secretary Barbara :\foss, Central; President Bob Caley, Central; 
Vice-president Lois Fuller, State High; Mr. Deur, Advisor; l\fr. Christian, Advisor. 
The purpose of the Kalamazoo Canteen Board is to plan and execute the 
activities for the Friday night Student Canteen at the Y.M.C.A. State High, 
Central, and adults comprise the board. 
Inter Sehool Couneil 
The Inter-School Council is a service organization 111 which six schools 
participate. Sending a Red Cross Chest, planning an all-school college night, 
reporting for the teen page, and having an Errands of Mercy Drive are a few of 
the projects this Council has undertaken this year. 
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Play Production Club 
I. 
BACK ROW: Dave Herman, Rick Light, Dan Davidson, Jim Neal, Paul DeKorte, Ed Gemrich 
MIDDLE ROW: Matha Roth, Wendy Locke, Mary Carney, Sue Locke, Linda Scott, Carol Lemon 
FRONT ROW: Jan Perry, Judy Dargitz, Pat Anderson, Astride Jakobsons, Nan Perry 
The aim of the Play Production Club is implied by its name - to produce 
plays, This has proved to be a successful and efficient year. The club met every 
week and was under the direction of Miss Bernyce Cleveland and Mr. William 
Sack. Mary Jane LaPlante was in charge of the club on "A" week. Pat Anderson 
was always ready to take over if Mary Jane was absent, Susan Locke kept the 
secretarial books up-to-elate, and Jim Causey kept the figures on the financial 
status. Judd ·wise was President of tbs "B" week club, with Jim Malone as Vice­
President and Nancy Hotneier as Secretary. 
Besides their regular activities, the club helped plan and organize the 
annual school play, Seven Sisters, under the direction of Miss Cleveland and Mr. 
Sack. The club also participated in the Blue and Gold Revue and helped the 
advanced speech class put on the one act play, Trifles. 
r1-
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BACK ROW: Dick Born, Jim Malone, Bill Noyes, Dennis Jennings, Mike Squires, Paul Weber 
MIDDLE ROW: Carolyn Kaercher, Judy Rock, Margaret Beloof, Mary Lou Allen, Penny Lyon 
FRONT ROW: Mary Smith, Mary Jane La Plante, Dawn Weybright, Nancy Hotneier, Alice 
Osterberg 
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Home Economies Club 
BACK ROW: Libby Davis, Sharon Spann, Connie Monroe, Barbara Burling, Jane Shakespeare 
J\HDDLE ROW: Jcan11e Forward, Wanda Hoare, 13etsy Hosick, :1-:ancy Hotneier, Karen \Vilkins, 
Margaret Borton, Linda Scott 
FRONT ROW: Jackie 13aden, Janet Sheets, Ursula Rothfus, Sandra Rex, Karen Johnson 
The newly formed Home Economics Club is sponsored by Mrs. Rowe. It was 
organized to give the girls an opportunity to work on such projects as basket 
weaving, crocheting, knitting, sewing, and cooking, and to take an informal 
course in modeling. 
Since so many of the club members do not take the regular home economics 
course, they feel that they are very fortunate to be able to include this worth 
while club in their curriculum. 
Back Row: Suzanne Lennartson, 1'1arilyn Wilsey, Sharon Gildea, Carol Richardson, Jan Correll. 
Middle Row: Pal Borgman, Priscilla Todd, Robin Lohse, Barb McBride, Jane Haney, Lynda 
Hawkins. 
Front Row: Carol Schutz, Jean DeHaan, Mrs. Rowe, Vicki Wenner, Dinny Lintvedt. 
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Ensemble 
BACK ROW: Denny Sabo, Don Pyne, Frank Ell, Ken Morgan, Kelvin Enz, Linda Chojnowski 
FRONT ROW: Paul DeKone, Ron VanHorn, Ron Smith, Paul Weber 
The first and second semester Ensemble Club consisted of a clarinet trio, 
a cornet quartet, and a quartet consisting of two baritones and two trombones. 
The main idea of the club is to encourage players in the Solo and Ensemble 
contests. 
The Ensemble Club owes a great deal to their fine student teacher-directors 
who have worked with them as well as with the Band. They are l\fr. Russ Van 
Ness, Mr. Ed Smith, and Mr. John Steward. 
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Sports 
89 
Coaehing Staff 
Mr. Barney Chance, basketball coach. Mr. Roy Walters, football coach and track coach. 
Mr. Fred Stevens, Athletic Director, reserve foot- 90 
ball and basketball coach, and baseball coach. 
Mr. Carl Engels, tennis coach. 
I l.. 
1954 Football 
B.\CK RO\\': Andy Lenderink, i\lgr., Bruce Jennings, Larry Liuig, Tom i\lalbone, Gary Birch, 
Jack DeKreek, Vern \\'ade, John Fleckenstein, Bob Beisel, Tony :'\ieboer, Jerry Olvitt, 
Bob \files. John Simco:,;. 
CE:\TER RO\\': Coach Fred Stevens, Dave Eaton, \!gr., Dave Goudzward, Gary Berkhousen, 
Jack Burke, Ted Garneau, Jerry Schippers, George Peelen, Chuck Warfield, Jim Causey, 
Jerry Gildea, Phil Leach, Dick Howson, \lgr., Head coach Roy "'alters. 
FRO'.\'T ROW: Pete Parker, Joel Shepherd, Chuck Ocvirek, Tom Harding, Don DeVries, 
Dick Tyler, Captain, Al Glendenning, Marv Balch. 
On November 10, 1954 State High brought 
to a close, with a victory its most successful 
football season since 1942. Led by captain AI 
Glendenning and coached by Roy ·waiters, State 
High started off the season by winning two 
tough non-league tilts at Buchanan and Do­
wagiac. They then proceeded into the ,i\Tolverine 
Conference battle with Plainwell and made it 
the first victim by a 20-0 score, with Bobby Miles 
taking many of the scoring and rushing honors. 
But the game was costly, in that halfback Chuck 
,,varfield was lost for the season with a broken 
wrist. The next game was the annual encounter 
with the Allegan tigers at Allegan. The Cubs 
started the game with two powerful drives to 
the Allegan goal but they failed to score and 
were subdued 14-12 for the first and last time 
in the season. 
The next week State came back to edge a 
rough Portage eleven on the work of the line­
men and a break in the form of a recovered 
fumble within Portage's ten yard line. 
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The next two games brought easy victories 
for the Cubs over South Haven and Otsego, 
highlighted by the great work of Bob Miles 
again. But in the the South Haven game the 
line career of senior fullback Tony Neiboer came 
to an abrupt end when his elbow was dislocated. 
Going into the final game with Vicksburg, 
State High had a 4-1 record and Allegan had 
finished their conference season with a 4-1-1 
mark, but State High came through with a lop­
sided triumph to take the championship. 
Several of the outstanding State High players 
were picked for the All-City First Team. They 
were, guards Dick Tyler and Tom Harding, 
fullback Tony Neiboer and halfback Bob Miles. 
�Iiles also was nominated on the second team 
of three different All State selections. 
Looking forward to next year State High 
can expect a very fine season with the return 
of four first stringers, including Captain-elect 
Bob i\Iiles, and many lettermen to the squad 
plus the fine 1954 reserve team. 
:\fAR V B.·\LCH, End 
JI11f CAUSEY, Center 
PHIL LEACH, End 
TOM HARDING, Guard 
Varsity Seniors 
CAPT. AL GLENDENING, Tackle 
FOOTB . .\I.I. RECORD 
7 \\Tins Loss 
1 ;) Buchanan 7 
19 Dowagiac (j 
22 Plaimrell () 
12 Allegan ],J 
7 Portage 0 
20 S. Haven () 
26 Otsego () 
33 Vicksburg G 
F'J .)_ 3G 
DAVE GOUDZ\\'ARD, Guard 
JERRY OL \'ITT, Half back 
].\CK BURKE, End 
CI-IL.CK OCYIREK, Ta< 
I\ \(.h. RO\\': l.arn Jolim\�l. Don Sillllllons, Bob l\0111111e1sbacl1. Gary \'ermuelen. Jim Brown, 
John Bend, Ken llartlllan. 
(.F\: l'ER RO\\': .\11ch 1.cnderink, \lgr .. Ron \'an I lorn, Denny Sabo, Tony Scott, Don· 
Bisceglia, Don lk\'rics. Hem\' C;n lord. Dick Ho\\"Son. \!gr., Coach Fred Ste,·ens. 
FRO\:'! RO\\': John Kersten. 'I 0111 Cook. Rod \\'agonmaker. Jim Kemerling. Craig Babcock, 
Roger Ludwig. ]);nc Fuller. 
The Team • ID Action 
Joel Shepherd (no. 40) gnbs a touchdown pass at Vicksburg, with Jerry 
Olvitt looking on. 
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Reserve Football 
Pete Parker puts tackle on Portage back as Dick Tyler, No. 44, and Jerry Olvitt, No. 31, close in. 
The State High line closes in for the tackle in the Vicksburg game. 
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Cross Country 
B.\CK RO\\': John Curren, John Schensul, Tim Otis, Coach 
Dave Balcomb. 
FRONT ROW: Ray LeZolle, Chuck Sweet, Denny Percy. 
This year's cross country team en­
joyed modest success, winning only one 
of four dual meets and placing fifth in 
the conference. With only one returning 
letterman, Dan Ward, the squad was 
composed mostly of Juniors, so the out­
look is considerably brighter for next 
year. 
The team whipped Vicksburg badly 
in the first meet, but then dropped the 
other three to Plainwell, Otsego, and 
Portage. Cross country will be even more 
important next year since the places 
earned in the conference meet will count 
toward the all-sports trophy. 
Letter winners were John Curren, 
Ray Lezotte, Chuck Sweet, Tim Otis, 
John Schensul, Don Alguiere and other 
members of the team were Dan Ward 
and Denny Percy. Ray Lezotte was hon­
orary captain and John Curren was 
chosen to lead the cub harriers next year. 
Freshmen Football. 
� . ' 
11.\C:K RO\\': Kim Sebaly, Tom Lawson, Ralph Valentine, Carl Kiino, Cullen Henshaw. 
CE'.\'TER RO\\': Coach Tom Fennell, Howard Jackson, Bill Dougherty, i\fike clenOtter, i\fike 
Decker, Peter Lloyd, Bob Kohrman, Coach Barney Fowler. 
FRO'.\'T RO\\': .\rlon Coble, Tim Squires, George Schau, Paul \\'eber, Ed Cemrich, Jack 
Schrier. 
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, 
Cheerleaders 
STANDING: Carol Hartman, Gary Forsleff. 
During the football and basketball 
seasons of I 954-1955, the cheerleaders 
were very active. They had many re­
sponsibilities which they carried out to 
the best of their abilities. Gary Forslevv, 
Carol Hartman, Judy denBleyker, Mary 
Frances Miller, and Nancy Woodworth 
were the varsity football cheerleaders. 
They, along with the help of the Pep 
Committee, planned the pep assemblies, 
arranged for buses to the away games, 
made posters and did other things in 
order to advertise the games, and helped 
to build the entire school morale. 
KNEELING: Nancy Woodworth, Ronnie Schutz, Julie denBleyker. 
Before the basketball season, new 
cheerleaders were elected by the school. 
The reserve cheerleaders were: Pat Borg­
man, Jan Correll, and Terese Skinner. 
The varsity cheerleaders were: Gary 
Forsleff, Carol Hartman, Nancy ,vood­
worth, Helen Alman, and Julie den­
Bleyker. Along with their many other 
responsibilities, they, during the entire 
season, worked toward a high goal for 
good school spirit, hoping that it would 
come from the whole student body. 
Basketball Cheerleaclers, varsity: Back row -
Nancy \Voodworth, Helen Alman, Gary Forsleff, 
Carol Hartman, Julie den Bleyker. 
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Basketball Cheerleaders, reserve: Front row 
Jan Correll, Pat Borgman, Terese Skinner. 
Basketball Varsity 
BACK ROW: John Fleckenstein, Al Wise, Jim Rock, Joel Shepherd, Nate Taylor, Jack 
De Kreek, Pete Parker, Teel Garneau. 
FRONT ROW: Don Simmons, Manager, Chuck Warfield, Tony Nieboer, Dick Tyler, Bob 
Beisel, Bob Miles, Dal Weybright, Tim Squires, Manager. 
Coach Barney Chance's basketball team en­
joyed a good season this year, winning eleven of 
eighteen starts. State High finished in a tie for 
second place in the conference with Plainwell 
behind our traditional foe, Allegan. 
The squad started off losing badly to Holland 
Christian but followed it up with two conference 
wins over South Haven and Portage. Then in a 
non-conference tilt strong class .-\ Grand Rapids 
South nipped State 55-52. following were confer­
ence wins over Vicksburg, Otsego, Plainwell and 
Allegan to encl the first half of conference play 
undefeated. The second half started off with an 
easy victory over South Haven, but the Cubs 
then dropped a one-pointer to Portage, whipped 
Otsego 58-38, and then were beaten by Plain­
well, 42-37, to set the stage for a playoff game 
with Allegan. Meeting Holland Christian for the 
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second time, the team went all out in winning 
64-63 in overtime in one of its best games of
the season. Then came the game with Allegan
which the Tigers won 51-45. In the last game of
the regular season, the Cubs lost to a good
Buchanan team, 74-57.
In the tournaments State drew Allegan in 
the first round and defeated them 61-42 with 
real sharpshooting. In the district finals Plain­
well again beat the Cubs, 56-41. 
The prospects look good for next year with 
only three seniors, Tony Neiboer, Dallas 'Wey­
bright, and Al Wise graduating. There are also 
some fine prospects from the reserve team which 
had an excellent 14-2 record under Mr. Stevens 
as coach. 
The ninth gnde team, coached by l\fr. Barn­
ey Fowler won seven of ten games while gaining 
valuable experience for future years. 
,I 
Al Wise, Forward 
Varsity Seniors 
51 
52 
58 
66 
42 
42 
57 
68 
37 
58 
37 
64 
45 
57 
61 
41 
928 
Opponents 
Holland Christian 
South Haven 
Portage 
Grand Rapids South 
Vicksburg 
Otsego 
Plainwell 
Allegan 
Vicksburg 
South Haven 
Portage 
Otsego 
Plainwell 
Holland Christian 
Allegan 
Buchanan 
TOURNAMENT GAMES 
Allegan 
Plainwell 
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Tony Nieboer, Guard 
42 
63 Dal Weybright, Guard 
51 
74 
42 
56 
866 
Reserve Ba_skethall 
'::'.:;-, 
....,._, J 
. 
BACK ROW: Dick Howson, Dave Fuller, Ken Hartman, Bob Wagonmaker, Andy Lenderink, 
Vern Wade, Denny Sabo, Jim Kemerling. 
FRONT ROW: Joe Passafiume, Dave Platt, Randy Crockett, Jon Scott, Jack Pearson, Clarke 
Godfrey, Jim Brown. 
Freshmen 
BACK ROW: Paul Weber, Ralph Valentine, Kim Sebaly, Bert Cooper, Bob Kohrman, Carl 
Kino, Cullen Henshaw, Larry Johnson. 
FRONT ROW: Woody Boudeman, George Shau, Arion Coble, Tom Reid, Ed Gemrich, Bill 
Yates. Not in picture, coach Barney Fowler. 
Basketball 
Action Snapshots 
Baseball 
TOP RO'W: Jim Woodruff, Larry Keys, Don Simmons, Tom Reed, Arion Coble, Mike DenOtter, 
George Shaw, Jack Schrier, Tom Lawson, Ralph Valentine, Mike Decker. 
i\!IDDLE ROW: Dave Eaton, mgr., Guy Hess, capt., Vern Wade, Dave Fuller, Dick Tyler, Al 
Glendening, Jim Brown, Don Iliscelglia, Don Dcn-ies, Tom Manning, Ray LeZotte, Gary 
Vermeulen, Larry Johnson. 
FRONT ROW: Jim Kimerling, Tom Malbone, Randy Crockett, Ted Garneau, Bob i\Iiles, Dallas 
Weybright, Peter Parker. Tom Harding, Bruce Jennings. 
Following the traditional pattern set through a betterment of last year's record. The eight 
the years, the State High baseball team of 1954 lettermen returning are: Captain Guy Hess, 
was again one of the strong powers of South- Bobby Miles, Ted Garneau, Peter Parker, Bob 
V11estern i\Iichigan. The team, under the direc- Beisel, Dallas Weybright, Tom Harding, Al 
tion of coach Fred Stevens and captained by Bob Glendenning and Tom Manning. The team will 
Britigan and Gordon Berkhousen, won nearly proceed into a full slate of seventeen games, 
all the games in winning the ·wolverine League including a heavy conference schedule, supple­
title. mented by games with such non-conference 
This year's team, hurt by the loss of last powers as Battle Creek Lakeview, Wayland, 
year's starting battery of Ray Harbour and Jerry Sturgis, and Holland. 
Hawkins, starts the season with high hopes for BASEBALL SCHEDULE 
1954 Results 
State 0 
State 2 
State 5 
State 3 
State 11 
State 13 
State 6 
State 0 
State 5 
State 9 
State 7 
State 7 
State 6 
State 6 
State 10 
Wayland 
Lakeview 
Lakeview 
Portage 
South Haven 
Otsego 
Allegan 
Vicksburg 
Portage 
South Haven 
Allegan 
Plainwell 
Plainwell 
Vicksburg 
Otsego 
2 
0 
4 
2 
6 
0 
0 
1 
7 
3 
6 
2 
0 
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April 12 - B.C. Lakeview 
April 15 - Otsego 
April 19 - Vicksburg 
April 22 - Open 
April 26 - PlainweJI 
April 29 - Allegan 
May 3 - South Haven 
May 6 - Portage 
May 9 - W. K. Kellogg 
May 10 - Otsego 
May 13 - Vicksburg 
May 17 - Open 
May 20 - Plainwell 
May 24 - Allegan 
May 27 - South Haven 
May 31 - Portage 
June 2 - HoJland 
Traek Team 
BACK ROW: Jerry Schipper, Roger Ludwig, Don De\lries, Fred Snow, Jim Betke, Jim Malone, 
John Boyd, Chuck Ocvirek, George Pellen, Tony Scott, Joe Passaftume, Don Alguire. 
MIDDLE ROW: Dave Schroeder, ,\fgr., Jerry Olvitt, Henry Gaylord, Bob Bommerrbach, Bob 
Johnson, Carl Kiino, Tom Cook, Ken Hatman, Marv Balch, Joel Shepherd, Denny Bryan, 
Jack Schensul, Dave Sackett, Dave Corning, Andy Lenderink, John Kersten, Bob Vanpeenan, 
Phil Tagget, Mgr. 
FRONT ROW: John Curren, Jim Malbone, Tim Otis, Gary Birch, Ray LeZotte, Pete Parker, 
Bob Miles, Dave VanDewalker, Chuck Warfield, Tony Nieboer, captain, John Simcox, 
Chuck Sweet, Clarke Godfrey. 
Under Coach W'alter's, State High has been a 
steadily growing track power in this area. Last 
year's squad was undefeated in dual meets. In 
addition, they won the conference championship, 
the regional meet, and were runners up in the 
Hastings Relays. The season was completed with 
a very respectable showing in the State meet, in 
which State High placed twelfth. Several records 
were established during last year's competition. 
John Warfield set a conference and school record 
in the 220 yard clash, with a time of 22.4 seconds, 
and went on to establish a new mark of 10.4 
1954 RESULTS 
State 71 - Dowagiac 38 
State 74 - Otsego 35 
State 88 - Plainwell 27 - Bangor 23 
State 98 - South Haven 37 - Vicksburg 3 
State 82 - St. Joseph 27 
State 74 - Portage 35 
State 88 - Holland Christian 22 
Conference Champions 
Regional Champions 
Runner-Up Hastings Relays 
12th in State Meet 102 
seconds in the 100 yard dash. Probably the most 
outstanding performance was turned in by Nie­
bor, Miles, Parker, and Warfield in setting a 
new school, conference, and regional record in 
the 880 relay with a time of l' 33.5". 
There is much rebuilding to be clone with 
this year's squad since many outstanding per­
formers have graduated. Leading the team will 
be captain Tony Nieboer and eight other re­
turning lettermen. ,,vith these as a nucleus plus 
a very good turnout of newcomers, State High 
looks forward to another successful track season. 
TRACK SCHEDULE 
April 7 
April 13 
April 20 
April 23 
April 28 
April 30 
May 7 
May IO 
May 14 
May 18 
May 21 
B.C. Lakeview and Dowagiac
Otsego 
South Haven and Vicksburg 
Hastings Relays 
Plainwell and Bangor 
Kalamazoo College Relays 
Wolverine Conference Meet 
Portage 
Regional Track Finals 
Holland Christian 
State Meet 
Tennis 
BACK ROW: Jerry Gildea, Dave Blair, George Pellen, John Simcox, Ed Gemrich, Jon Scott. 
FRONT ROW: Larry Littig, Al Wise, capt., Dick Howson, Peter Platt, Dave Platt. 
NOT IN PICTURE: Paul Weber, John Baxter, Kim Sebaly, Woody Boudeman, Howard 
Jennings. 
The tennis team for 1955 lost many good 
players through graduation, but has high hopes 
for another successful season. Gone from last 
year's squad are Pat Ryan, Jon Sebaly, Don 
Flower, and Don Neal, all standouts. Leading 
the returning lettermen will be Larry Littig, 
Pete Platt, Al Wise and Jon Scott. They will be 
backed up by Dave Bair, Dave Platt, Dick How­
son, John Simcox and Howard Jennings. In 
addition, there are several newcomers to the 
team who will be counted on heavily. 
1954 Results 
State 1 Holland 6 
State 6 Otsego 
State 6 Vicksburg 
State 6 Portage 
State 6 South Haven 1 
State 5 Holland Christian 2 
State 6 Allegan 1 
State 5 Plainwell 2 
State 6 East Grand Rapids 
Regional Champions 
3rd in State Meet 
The 1955 squad is operating under a new 
coach, namely Carl Engels, already well known 
for his endeavors in the fields of Chemistry and 
Physics. He is not a rookie at coaching tennis 
however, having led vVyoming Park to a state 
championship. 
The team will be very satisfied if they can 
compile as worthy a record as did last year's net 
men. The 1954 squad breezed through the Wol­
verine Conference, and scored as many points 
in the Regional meet as was posible for a single 
team. 
TENNIS SCHEDULE 
April 25 - Holland 
May 10 - Otsego 
May 13 - Vicksburg 
May 17 - Holland 
May 20 - Plainwell 
May 24 - Allegan 
May 27 - South Haven 
May 31 - Portage 
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Golf Team 
BACK ROW: Bob Kohrman, Joel Shepherd, Jim Rock, capt., Bert Cooper, Dan Ward. 
FRONT ROW: Dave Britigan, Bill Yates, Jack Pearson, Jim Causey 
NOT IN PICTURE: Jack DeCreek. 
The prospects for the 1955 golf season look 
very good with several returning lettermen. 
Among these are such standouts as captain Jim 
Rock, Joel Shepherd, Dave Britigan, Jim Causey, 
and Dan ,t\Tard. The squad looks for help from 
Bob Kohrman, Bill Yates, and Bert Cooper, all 
freshmen hopefuls. 
Last year's team had one of the best seasons 
in several years. They were undefeated in dual 
matches, tied with Three Rivers for the regional 
title, and they placed fifth in the state tourna­
ment. The team will miss such stars as Don 
Kilgore and last year's captain Brooks Godfrey, 
but they have hopes for taking the class B State 
tournament this year. 
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1954 Results 
State 353 Holland 
State 12 Three Rivers 
State II½ Portage 
State 8 Dowagiac 
State 12 Otsego 
Regional Tie with Three Rivers 
Fifth in State Meet 
GOLF SCHEDULE 
April 22 - Holland 
April 29 - Three Rivers 
May 11 - Three Rivers 
May 13 - Regionals 
May 19 - Holland 
May 21 - State 
380 
8 
½ 
4 
0 
ACTIVITIES 
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Seven Sisters 
l\Irs. Gyurkovics 
Katinka . 
Sari .. 
Ella 
l\Iitzi .. 
Terka 
Liza . 
Klara ... 
Colonel Radviany 
Gida Radviany . 
Ferenz Horkoy 
l\Iichael Sandorffy . 
Toni Teleki .. 
Janka 
Director: l\Iiss Bernyce Cleveland 
Nancy Hotneier 
.... Patricia Anderson 
l\Iary Smith 
.... Sandra Taylor 
.. Mary Lou Spitters 
. ... .Karen Wilkins 
Nancy Gay 
.. ........... Sandra Rex 
James l\Ialone 
. Frank Simonds 
. .. Larry Littig 
James Causey 
George Peelen 
James Neal 
Assisted by Miss Dona Young and Mrs. Joan Baldwin 
Student assistant: Martha Roth 
Production l\Ianager: l\Ir. William Sack 
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The Club . . Pansienne
Blue and Gold Revue 
Dig That Square Derby 
107 
Dave -YandeWalker 
The Christmas Formal 
The Chistmas Assembly 
108 
Decorating 
Football King, Queen and court. 
The March of Dimes 
Basketball King and Queen 
109 
THE CARNIVAL 
Carnival Sweethearts, Carol Hartman and Bob Miles 
Operetta, "Down in the Valley" 
This year the State High Choir, under the able direction of J\Ir. Jack 
Frey, has had a very successful season. Among the programs they participated 
in were the Blue and Gold Revue, the South Western Michigan Choral Festival, 
several assemblies, the Operetta, "Down in the Valley", and a concert with the 
Junior Symphony. 
With the Junior Symphony the choir sang the "Gettysburg Address" by 
Wienburg. This was an historic event as the choir had never before sung with 
the Junior Symphony. 
The leads for "Down in the Valley" were as follows: 
Brock Weaver.. .. George Peelen, Paul Dekorte 
Jennie Parsons ..... Nancy Watterworth, Ellen Davis 
The Leader.. . ...... Chuck Warfield, Judd Wise 
Thomas Bouche . .. Peter Platt, Dick Tyler 
Father.. . ............ Howard Jennings, Ricky Light 
Guard ........... Bob Peterson, George Schau 
Peters........ .......................... ..... .. .. .. .. .. ... .. Ray Le Zotte 
Preacher ........... Tim Light 
The officers this year were George Peelen, President, and Chuck Warfield, 
Secretary-Treasurer. 
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Best Wishes and a Happy Future 
To The Class of 1955 
A. W. JOHNSON 
COMPANY 
127 South Rose Street 
* 
Men's and Women's Apparel 
Congratulations 
To 
State High Seniors ! 
CLAY'S 
Mil WOOD 
BOOTE RY 
BENNETT STUDIO 
Congratulations to State High Seniors ! 
136 East South Street 
TELEPHONE 5-0344 
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Coordinated Fashions 
for 
Coeds and Careers 
THE DRUG SHOP 
Incorporated 
Professional Pharmacy 
121 E. South St. 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 
Phone 3-1253 
Corner Burdick & South St. 
SCHAU BROS "Congratulations from Julius 
and Audrey Vander Linde" 
Everything for good Sports 
LABADIE ARTS AND CRAFTS 
262 E. Michigan Avenue 
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WESTERN'S 
CAMPUS 
Appreciate 
Their 
High School 
Friends 
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STORES 
"For the finest in Diamonds" 
11 2 W. SOUTH STI.IIT 
KALAMAZOO , MICHIGAN 
't-lealfh. Galorl Since., I qOl/
11
WITfi 
w(fi@\k\l 
MILK 
PRODUCTS 
ALAMAZOO 
CREAMER'i CO. 
PoY-t°4e a.t Lo..ke St.
lllwav£ at qour 5erv,ce
THE YEAR /ROUND 
330\J. Ml CHI GAN AV£. 
PHONE 2-7643 
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"ONE CALL FOR ALL" 
KALAMAZOO 
LAUN0F\YCO. 
La.undtre,-5 tMira.clear1trs 
MAJN PLANT� DRIVE-IN
�31 /Vo. Rose 5t. 
MILWOOD BRANCH 
'IOI I Po�t aqe. Rd. 
FIRST for 
Coats - Dresses - Sportswear
PURCELLS 
223 SOUTH BURDICK 
MAKE VAN A VE RY'S 
YOUR SHOPPING CENTER 
FOR JEWELRY, GIFTS 
AND COSMETICS 
THERE IS ONLY ONE 
VAN AVERY 
Drug Store 
702 NORTH BURDICK STREET 
,,. - .. 0 ,,,,,,/ Jc. 
v. J\...e c.. 
JEWELEP-.. 
THE DRUG SHOP 
Incorporated 
Professional Pharmacy 
121 E. South St. 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 
Phone 3-1253 
M. Howard Gideon Co.
TOYS - APPLIANCES 
Compliments of
NEUMODE HOSIERY SHOP 
102 South Burdick St. 
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KALAMAZOO PANT COMPANY 
PANTS-SWEATERS-JACKETS 
East Michigan at Edwards 
KOOi==-== NAPPER 
--co.--
CLOTHING-FURNLSHINGS-SPORTSWEAR 
128 North Burdick Street 
KALAMAZOO'S 
MUSIC STATION 
featuring 
* BOB BARR
* DICK CRESWELL
* DAN DANIELS
* WIN ELDRIGE
* JEFF LANE
* CHUCK MANGER
* DAVE STEERE
1360 on your dial 
Factory Outlet Shoe Co. 
Nationally Advertised Shoes 
116 East Water 
"ALL GUARANTEED PERFECTS" 
Factory Cancellations Odd Lots-Samples 
Comp I iments of 
THE AMERICAN NATIONAL BANK 
AND 
TRUST COMt-'ANY OF KALAMAZOO 
The Friendly Bank in the Big 
Building 
Cornpliments of 
GODFREY LUMBER CO. 
841 Crosstown Pkwy. Phone 2-0181 
r!7!ner (ipparel cPbrclfen &nce/.907 
117 M ICHJGAN AVE.,WEST 
KALAMAZOO. MICHIGAN 
precious rings 
So everlastingly a part of your life 
together ... the diamond rings you 
choose now! Be sure of lasting 
beaut y and value ... let us help you 
select an engagement and wedding 
ring set from our outitandi ng 
collection. 
Paul E. Morrison 
JEWELER 
356 South Burdick Street 
GREAT DAY: Your graduation is a big day•· 
congratulations! As you progress in life, 
always remember that a growing bank account is 
one of the important foundations for success, 
Uember f.D.I.C. 
First National Bank and Trust Co. of Kalamazoo 
VICKSBURG • GALESBURG • PARCHMENT • PAW PAW • OTSEGO 
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YOU 
• ARE ABOUT TO GRADUATE
MAY DESIRE MORE EDUCATION 
• SHOULD BE AWARE OF THE
LEADERSHIP IN EDUCATION 
FOR MORE THAN FIFTY YEARS OF 
WESTERN MICHIGAN COLLEGE 
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KALAMAZOO COLLEGE 
extends congratulations 
to the seniors of State High 
HI! 
STATE HIGH 
Oakland Pharmacy 
"Where good friends meet"
"Complete Building Service" 
DeKreek Lumber Company 
1001 NORTH PITCHER STREET 
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62 Years of Service in 
THRIFT 
and 
HOME FINANCING 
FIRST FEDERAL 
savings and loan 
ASSOCIATION 
West Michigan at Park 
Kalamazoo Michigan 
GILMORE BROTHERS 
Established 1881 
Department Store Men's Store 
KALAMAZOO. MICHIGAN 
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C ON G R ATUL AT IONS 
TO THE 
GRADUATING CLASS OF 1955 
Compliments of 
A FRIEND 
}ttLING BRos.EVERARD c� 
259-269 Michigan Avenue, East
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN 
UNIFORMS: 
Bands, Army Officers, etc. 
RE GALIA: 
Fraternities, Schools, etc. 
PR INTING: 
and Binding 
OFF ICE SUPP LIES: 
and Office Furniture 
For Your College Corsages, Wedding 
Flowers, Flowers for the New Baby, 
State High Graduates please remember 
Schafers Flowers 
· 1402 Main Street
The Blossom Shoppe 
"Quality Flowers" 
209 Stockbridge Ave. Ph. 3-2575 
Southwestern Michigan's Most 
Complete Line of Fine Quality 
DAIRY PRODUCTS 
CORNER P ARK AND RANSO M S TR E ETS 
PHO NE 3-4291 
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Autographs 
122 
Autographs 
123 
Autographs 
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Directory 
AIJgor, Clarence 
Alman, Helen 
Balch, Marvin 
Berg, Bruce 
Born, Barbara 
Brower, Karen 
Bryan, Dennis 
Burgderfer, Ann 
Burke, Jack 
Buszta, Robert 
Causey, James 
Chapin, Darlene 
Clarke, Sally 
Corning, David 
Davis, Ellen 
DeVries, Donald 
SENIORS 
... 14 
. 14, 60, 62, 63, 67, 96 
.. 14, 36, 61, 62, 69, 91, 92, 102 
... 14, 68, 79 
...... 12, 14, 34, 57, 59, 67, 71 
.......... 14, 34, 60, 80, 82 
.15, 35, 61, 84, 102 
15, 3� 57, 61, 6� 66 
................. 15, 91, 92 
...................... 15 
. 12, 15, 36, 57, 58, 61, 71, 91, 92, 104 
............ 12, 15, 35, 58, 59, 65 
Douglas, Annette ........ . 
.... 16, 58, 63 
... 16, 84, 102 
16, 61, 69, 71, 73 
16, 79, 81, 91, 92, 101, 102 
... 16, 61, 62, 71 
.16, 72 
........... 17, 36, 71, 91 
Drummond, Ronald 
Eaton, David 
Elias, Thomas 
Forester, Bryce 
FulJer, Lois 
Gibson, Robert 
Glendening, Alan 
Goudzward, David 
Green, Gerald 
Hafer, Millicent 
Haney, Jane 
Harding, Thomas 
Hartman, Carol 
Hayward, Judith 
Hess, Guy 
Hightower, James 
Hoare, Wanda 
Holley, Jack 
Howard, Marcia 
Howe, Harriette 
Howson, Thomas 
Jennings, Howard 
Keyes, Larry 
........... I 7, 34, 58, 59, 66, 68, 78 
............. 17, 65, 66, 68, 73 
...... 17, 34, 56, 58, 71, 85 
.... 17 
......... 17, 34, 57, 59, 71, 91, 92, 101 
................. 18, 91, 92 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ 18 
............ 18, 35, 61, 71 
.. 18, 34, 58, 60, 65, 72, 87 
.............. 18, 71, 77, 91, 92, 101 
.. 18, 34, 59, 61, 62, 65, 71, 81 
.................... 19, 35, 59, 96 
.............. 19, 71, 101 
....................... 19, 58, 68, 69 
... 19, 63, 70, 87 
............ 19 
. . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . .19, 35, 72 
................... 20 
.................... 20, 63, 68, 71, 78 
......... 20, 35, 48, 57, 65, 67, 72, 73 
... 20 
Kievilt, Phyllis ........ . . ..... 20,71, 72 
... 20 Klinger, Fred 
Kuizenga, Connie 
Leach, Phillip 
............ 21, 35, 61, 71 
....... 21, 69, 91, 92 
125 
LeZotte, Raymond ... 21, 36, 69, 72, 95, 101, 102 
Lintvedt, Dinny .............. 21, 34, 58, 61, 75, 87 
Locke, Susan ... 21, 35, 61, 62, 66, 86 
Lohse, Roberta ...... 21, 35, 68, 75, 87 
Longjohn, Gerald .. 22, 72 
Makins, Reggie .......................... 22 
Mal bone, James ............... 22, 102 
Malone, Tamsin ... 22, 35, 61, 63, 65, 70, 81 
Malotte, Ann .... 22, 35, 57, 60, 66 
Manning, Thomas . 22, 70, 101 
Medema, Robert . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .23, 75 
Moon, Jo Ann ... 23, 64, 73 
Moss, Donald . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 23, 35, 36 
Newton, Joan ......... 23, 63, 80 
Nieboer, Anthony ... 23, 57, 61, 75, 91, 92, 97, 98, 102 
Ocvirek, Charles ............ 23, 36, 71, 91, 92, IOI, 102 
Olvitt,. Jerry ..................... 24, 91, 92, 93, 94, 102 
Otis, James ........................ 24 
Owen, Joyce . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 24 
Palmer, Michael ... 24, 31, 35, 57, 68, 73 
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